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Abstract
American's love affair with the automobile created a dilemma in which
automobiles were being widely adopted well before their use could be guaranteed year
round. The availability and affordability of the automobile in both urban and rural snow
belt areas of the United States led to the demand for snow removal. Snow could seriously
disrupt a society that was increasingly dependent on automobiles for transportation.
Fortunately, the automobile became the solution to the problem and became the primary
instrument of snow removal. However, not until the 1930s, long after the automobile had
become a fixture in American society, could al1-season roads be reasonably guaranteed to
people living in the thirty six snow belt states.
This study examines the historical development of snow removal for year-round
road use. It is based primarily on articles in The American City, one of the most widely
read municipal management joumals, from 1901 to 1935. Snow removal reports from
the Highway Research Board are also examined for these years in order to survey snow
removal efforts on highways and rural roads.
This thesis concludes that millions of automobile were in use well before snow
removal techniques could assure navigable year-round roads in the snow belt states.
Advocacy for snow removal did not appear until after World War 1. and as late as the
winter of 1928. only half the roads in the snow helt were cleared for traftic. Govemment
struggled to achieve a11-season roads with various means and policies into the 1930s.
Introduction
Integral to the widespread adoption of the automobile and motor truck in both urban
and rural snow-belt areas of the United States was snow removal from thoroughfares.
Consequently, the automobile became the primary reason for snow removal from roads.
Automobiles and motor-trucks became such a part of everyday life that a winter snowstorn1
could no longer be allowed to shut down society for days or even weeks. As commerce
began to depend on the daily deliveries of the motor-truck, as buses replaced the streetcar
system, as rural children in consolidated schools were bused to school, and as more people
commuted to work from the suburbs in affordably priced Ford Model-Ts, snow removal
became imperative. State and municipal governments struggled to keep roads passable and
safe with various means and policies into the 1930s. It was not until into that decade, long
after the automobile had become finnly entrenched in American society, that all-weather
roads could be reasonably guaranteed to everyone living in the thirty six snow belt states.
In the first decade of the twentieth century. an automobile was relegated to the stable
every winter. resting on blocks with wheels removed. unable to provide the rapid mobility it
was so lauded for during summer months. The automobile's perception as a fair-weather toy
was reinforced by the fragility of early automobiles. and the lack of suitable roads on which
to operate them. As the sturdiness of cars impro\·ed. especially after Ford's work-horse
Model-T debuted in 1908. the automobile became effective transportation. The automobile.
ho\\·e\'Cr. stilI did not have the winter tra\'el capabilities of the horse-draml sled or even the
horse-drawn wagon. In previous times. the \\'ell-to-do urbanite \\'ould switch from carriage
to sleigh: the city's express dcli\"Cry companies switched seasonally from carts to sleds: and
..,
the farmer in the outlying regions would hitch his team of horses to a wagon or sledge
depending on the season. Horses could be adapted to vehicles appropriate to the season.
However, once an automobile was purchased, in most cases, the horse that could have pulled
a sleigh in winter was sold. To be a useful replacement the automobile had to be available in
all seasons. Its ultimate adoption thus also required the development of new snow removal
machinery.
This study examines the thirty six snow belt states as a whole and surveys snow
removal technology and automobile use on a large-scale basis. Different communities at
different times developed various strategies for snow removal. Only when the snow belt as a
whole developed a successful snow removal plan, could they effectively claim they had
overcome the obstacles to year-round automobile usc.
Winter Transportation in the Pre-Automobile Era
Colonial cities were densely populated; they were "walking cities." Goods were
moved by cart or wagon, and small groups of "cartmen" for hire were responsible for most
freight operations. In winter ski-like runners could be attached to their vehicles. Later, these
men would usc sleighs for the heaviest snows of winter. The cartmen of a town or city would
"break out" the roads. by traveling over them repeatedly. often in tandem. to lcvcl drifts and
compact the snow so it could support loaded sleighs and foot traffic. Any shovcling had to be
done with \\'ooden shovcls. and clcaring walkways was cntirely the resident's responsibility.
By 1760. Colonial America used a succession of winters of mild tcmperaturcs and
little snowfall to organize its winter prcparation morc effcctinly. :\ !lect of small boats
c31Tied fircwood from ~laine to Boston. !i'om Connecticut and Long Island to New York. and
from the Upper Dcla\\"arc (rcgion) to Philadelphia. By mid-winter. when supplies of tirewood
3
began to run low, sleds filled with firewood would descend on the cities from nearby rural
areas to take advantage of the higher prices. In January 1760 during a particularly cold spell,
"upwards of 1000 sleds" reached Boston in a single day. Vehicle traffic was increasing in the
cities, with over eighty coaches and carriages reported in New York, the third largest city at
the time. Imported vehicles such as coaches were only used by officials or the extremely
wealthy, but chaises and chairs, with a capacity of just two passengers were fairly common
by the 1750s. Wheels would be replaced with runners on many of these vehicles, while
others simply switched their teams over to sleighs kept on hand just for winter travel. The
urban population, if they had not come to grips with winter travel, could at least attempt to
d . Ia apt to It.
Outside of the cities, the overland routes of travel, roads remained little more than a
set of wagon ruts, muddy and impassable in spring and fall, and so hard and rutted by
summer that they nearly shook vehicles to pieces. An English traveler during the fall of 1795
had his vehicle sink to the hubs near the same spot outside Baltimore where the President of
the United States suffered a similar fate just a few days earlier. The Englishman's troubles
continued when he arrived in Baltimore. He was delayed a week until the road to
Philadelphia had frozen sufficicntly for the stage to resume running. Another foreign visitor
travcling from New York to Philadclphia by stage wrotc that somc passengers were ill for an
hour or more after being slammed around on a particularly rough stretch of the route. The
northclll regions of New England \\-ere cven less hospitable. A Connecticut ministcr who
I Bridenbaugh. Cities ill the Wilderness. 26-27. 34-35. 146: The complete explanation of the cmcial role
carlmen played in urban transportation can be found in Graham Russell Hodgcs. ,Ye1\' }"ork Citr Cartmell. I(i6:-
1850 t;'\cw York: ;'\cw York L'ni\'ersity Press. 19S6) and Whcaton.1. Ll11c. "Thc Early Highway in America. to
the oming of the RailroJd."· Hig.hll.n's ill 0111' 'y,lIiOl;ll1 Lit~· A SnIl1'0si1l771 ['Ilda the Editorial Spo/lsorship o(
the ['''''.111 Roe.lreh. Pnr;ce:oll [·llinTs;I\,. cds. JeJn Labalut and Joshua \\'hcaton tPrinceton ;'\..1.: Princeton
l'niycrsity Press. 10 50) . -I.
made a preaching tour ofYermont in the spring of 1789 found himself in "mud belly deep to
my horse and I thought I should have perished."2 In spite of such horrible road conditions,
traffic increased considerably during the early years of the new nation.
Many inland areas had become more fully settled. Families that at first had struggled
to hack out a bare subsistence in the wilderness and had little to trade with the outside world
were now seeking a place in the market economy. By the early 1790s, one account notes that
even towns that had been settled no earlier than the Revolution had overcome the difficulties
in clearing farn1s and were supplying produce for market. Butter, cheese, beef, pork, and
other goods able to j usti fy the cost of transportation over poor roads were being traded at
inland stores, often at considerable distances.)
This need for roads to market spurred the development of toll roads, or turnpikes. The
turnpike craze began in the 1790s and had ended in all statcs, except Connecticut, by the war
of 1812. The turnpike concept, however, was reintroduced in 1940, \vith the opening of thc
Pcnnsylvania Turnpikc. Turnpikes usually had a toll gate every ten miles, as a way for its
privatc capitalists to achicve a return on their investment. The sparsely placed toll booths
wcrc casily bypassed, and many turnpikcs made vcry little profit. Howcvcr, in New England.
240 corporations built morc than 3700 milcs of toll roads. All thc Ncw England statcs with
thc cxccption of i\binc had an cxtcnsivc turnpikc nctwork. with Connccticut far in thc lead
\vith ovcr 1600 miles. Thcsc toll roads bccamc thc nctwork of roads that goods and thc
tlcdgling stagecoach companies bcgan to travcl on. Turnpikc companies also introduced and
popu larizcd more ad\'unccd mcthods of road building. Tumpikes wcre thc prO\'ing ground for
: Ro~cr~. Park,. Ro.;ds ,."d h.l1'd /71 .\'nl' [ri):l,md 1-90,18';0 (:--lcndcn. Connc.:tl.:ut: Old Stmbndfc In.: ..
1Q67), :'-6,
'Ibid. 11,
such standards as the straightening and widening of roads (some out to a standard of twenty-
four feet), the installation of ditches to the sides, and a pronounced crown to the center of
roadways to assist drainage. All later became standard features of quality roadways.4
By 1795 the number of people traveling between Boston and New Haven necessitated
service by over twenty stagecoaches. In 1828 a survey of the transportation needs of thirty
five towns near the route of a proposed railroad from Boston to Albany estimated an average
of 740 tons was transported each year by land between towns along the route. At the same
time over forty wagons a day traveled through the town of Bolton, Massachusetts en route to
markets in Boston, a total of over 14,000 tons a year. 5
Road building activity again intensi fied between 1820 and 1840 in New England as
manufacturing began to appear in communities situated near sources of water power. As the
expected profits from privately-funded toll roads had never materialized, the burden of road
building fell on towns, with counties in some cases exerting power over towns, especially in
Massachusetts and Maine. By 1840, New England's highway system was the best in the
nation, although far below the standards of advanced European countries such as England
and France. The best roads were in Eastem Massachusetts and ncar Hartford and Providence,
but even these roads were ill-prepared to compete with the railroads that began to appear in
the 1830s.6
4 Ibid .. 14-21. Fredcric 1. Wood.. The Turnpikes (lISell' England (Boston: ~Iarshall Joncs Company. 1919).
passim. For an o\"Crall yic\\' of transportation in ?\c\\" England. and thc pros and cons of \\'ater and land
transportation in each statc. scc Carolinc E. ~lacGill. /liston' of Tronsl'nrtat1On in the L"nit,·d States hef(Jn' 18M)
(\\·ashington. D.C.: Camcgic Institution of\\·ashington. 1917). ~ Iq-~4S
< Parks. 12. 2S.
~ Ibid .. 22-2~.
By 1840 railroads came to dominate the long distance transportation of goods and
passengers. Considerable road networks had been put in place over the inland regions of the
country. Though no longer the primary long distance artery for commerce, these roads were
necessary to funnel goods to the railroad networks. Nevertheless, in light of the dominant
railroad, public roads were generally neglected. Historian Albert C. Rose even called the era
from 1835 to 1885 the "Dark Ages of Public Roads.,,7
Even in the depths of winter this network of inland highways was used. Roads that
saw the most traffic, such as those that went to market cities like Boston or Albany, for
example, often saw increases in traffic during the winter. In the slack winter months, free
from the dai ly demands of planting and tending fields, many fanners would take sleds loaded
with produce to market. Famlers from as far away as Northem VemlOnt and New Hampshire
would bring their produce to Boston and Portsmouth after the tumpikes and roads were
covered with a heavy snowfall. Once the snow was compacted by teams of horses pulling
large rollers, road surfaces were enviously smooth compared to the rest of the year.
The actual large volume of traffic in winter belies the myth of a rural populace
isolated by the snows of winter. living off stores of food and firewood, waiting for spring
time to move freely about once again. Famlers and merchants in more rural areas used the
ease of winter transport to move goods that nonnaHy \\"ere too bulky to ship ovcrland in a
wagon 0\'Cf thc tumpikcs and country roads. In one wintcr Saturday in 1803. morc than 700
sleds cntcrcd thc rivcr town of Hudson. Ncw York. using thc toll road leading from Bcrkshirc
County. i\lassachusctts. ~
Parks. 0.1-5. ~7; Alben C. Rose. "The Hlf:hway fWI11 the Railroad to the Auto1l1obile" in Ilighll.ns III 0:17'
Salim;,;' LiIL·. cd Jean Labatut and Jl~~hua \\'hcall~n (Pnnceton. ~.J.: Pnncewn l'IlIHmty Prcs~. I(50). 7"7.
, Parks. II ~ .
Cities and Snow in the Mid-Nineteenth Century
In the mid-nineteenth century, the horse-drawn metropolis was able to adapt to winter
and conduct business as usual, albeit at a less strenuous and punctual pace. The early
struggles to cope with snow in cities such as New York City and Boston would be copied in
other cities and towns.
As the developing inland cities made their own peace with old man winter, rural areas
still battled with harsh winter conditions. Frozen rivers and sled-tracked turnpikes often did
provide the best transportation of the year, but the combination of long distances, scattered
populations, and high snowfalls still made getting there difficult. "The Great Snowstorn1s" of
January 1831 isolated Pittsburgh and Gettysburg with snowfalls of twenty-two inches and
thirty inches, cutting them off from Eastern mail. The stages were halted at Lancaster, where
the efforts of fifty horses and twice as many men could not open the highway blocked by ten
and twelve foot deep drifts. 9
New York City and Philadelphia both relied heavily on canals for transport, and the
merchants in both cities nervously watched for the date each year in which ice would close
the canals to traffic. A cold snap closed thc Erie Canal on Decembcr I. 1831. In contrast, the
Boston and Worccstcr rail linc in 1834 boastcd its forty milcs of track wcre in servicc all but
six days that wintcr. In Baltimorc. aftcr recciving cightccn inches of snow. thc recently
operational Baltimorc 8: Ohio steam railroad clearcd its tracks with a team of horses pulling
a "contrivancc" to push the sno\\' away from the tracks. This was thc first use of a sno\\-plow
o DJ"id ~1. Ludlum. Earll, Amc/"/c,m Jl"n;lcrs Id"rl;,'ll (IS~'I-IS-O! (13('>!l11L AmerIcan \!etcowl('glcJI
Society. ! Q6~). qq-! 00
s
to clear railroad tracks and was a glimpse at a new era, the dominance of the intra-city
railroad. 10
FolJowing the Civil War, cities began to benefit from a more widespread and
scientific approach to weather forecasting. In the late 1860s, over 150 weather observers
wired reports to the Smithsonian Institution. By 1871 control of this network had been
transferred to the U.S. Signal Service, and reporting stations stretched from Portland, Maine
to San Francisco. Coverage expanded inland, beyond the original port cities, covering
agricultural and commercial concerns, and inforn1ation was exchanged with a similar service
in Canada. Weather bulJetins began to be published in the New York Times and other leading
daily newspapers. Weather signal flags began to appear in the commercial districts of several
cities, a white flag with a large blue sunspot warned of approaching snow. These warnings
began to give cities time to prepare for approaching stonns. On January 26, 1871, a stonn
warning caused horse car companies in New York City to add extra teams to operate snow
plows through the night. This enabled them to maintain regular service the next day despite
nine inches of snow. 11
During this period municipalities discovered that evolving transportation technologies
had pushed them into a dilemma. With the introduction of horse cars running on tracks.
beginning in the 1850s. the annual switch to sleighs for the worst of winter's weather was no
longer possible because the streetcar companies pushed the snow off the tracks and into the
adjacent streets, The mounds of snow left by the horse-drawn plO\\'s of the companies
bccame an obstacle to slcigh drivers. pedestrians. and store o\\'ncrs \\'ho were incensed by the
11' Ibid .. 16-27...j maiea7; .!o;/77',ll o(5eio;ee (.lui\' I~34): 166.
11 DC'l1ald R, \\'hitllJh.lhs'OI1· ()(th~' ['nite'! St'lft:S Jl'c,u!;a BUI',',l;/ (l'rbJI1J: l'I11Hr::;Ity ofIIIinC'i::; Prc::;::;.
1Q(1). 1-30: S,',,' ror-k TiII,es. n Jal1uary I ~-I
9
banks of snow that now cut off their store fronts from foot traffic. In Rochester, New York,
when twelve inches of snow fell in February 1871, the city even hired men to shovel the
snow back onto the tracks. The horse-car companies responded by plowing back the snow
with their plows, and this see-sawing conflict occurred for several days, effectively stopping
traffic in the commercial district. Other cities took a more effective approach by removing
snow from the street by hiring large numbers of carts and day laborers with shovels.
However, in northem cities such as Rochester and Buffalo, the opened tracks of the horse car
companies elicited renewed protests from sleigh drivers, unable to traverse the large banks of
snow left beside the tracks. 12
The 1880s saw municipal responsibility for cleaning thc snow from the streets
increase. In New York especially, any dclay from snow-covered roadways stopped mail,
halted the daily deliveries of supplies such as coal and milk on which city dwellers depended,
and generally slowcd the pace of commerce. In 1881, a reorganization of the city's
govemment established the Department of Street Clcaning as a separate department with a
year-round group of workers. These city workers, combined with the shovelers and cartcrs in
the employ of the car companies, were charged with clearing city streets.
The city soon realized that its small group of street cleaners could not provide thc
manpowcr for cyen thc snow clcaring nccds of Ncw York's commcrcial district. By 1883.
oycr 200 Italians. ncwly arriYcd to this country. were employcd in thc city's cfforts to clear
an omnibus lane on Broadway. Guided by cartmen who could speak both English and Italian.
this immigrant \\'orkforce doubled the o\"Crall workforce and the amount of snow rcmoyed.
1: ~IcKch·cy. S"01l" illihe Cilles . .l1-.l2 . .l:': Clay ~IcShJnc Jnd Jocl A. TJrT. 'Thc CcntrJlity ofthc Horsc in thc
:'\inctccnth Ccntury AmcncJn City." The\khr;:.: n( C'Ti,,;,; .·I71;O-fc,I. cd. RJ~1110nd \Iohl (:'\cw York: SR
Publishcrs.lqq-).II1. 12.'.
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These day laborers, willing to shovel streets after each storm, were the newest element of a
snow fighting plan that would be used for several decades. Horse car and later streetcar
routes would be cleared by horse drawn and later streetcar mounted plows. The city
Department of Street Cleaning would then coordinate a day labor workforce that would
remove by hand the snow of the commercial district. Horse-drawn carts would carry the
snow to the East River for dumping. This pattern was duplicated in other cities, relying on
.. 1 1 1. 13mexpenslve manpower, rat ler t lan mac lmery to remove snow..
The Blizzard of 1888
In spite of the advances New York had made in the struggle against snow, the city
was dealt a massive blow by Mother Nature that would prove just how poorly prepared it
really was. The residents of Ncw York wcre blindsided on the morning of March 12, 1888 by
a huge snowstonn. The Weather Scrvicc had incorrectly predicted "cloudy, followcd by light
rain and clearing." Many horse-cars and hacks were quickly marooned in the dri fting snow,
and the carly-rising deliverers of milk, coal and other consumables soon found themselvcs
stranded as thc snow incrcascd. The new elevatcd lines of stcam trains, overloaded by thosc
dutifully attcmpting to get to work. could not movc forward on the snow-covcrcd trcstlcs.
Passcngcrs wcrc rcscucd from thc stallcd trains by firc companics. Othcr trains wcrc
unloadcd by mcn who dcmandcd payl11cnt from the strandcd in ordcr to climb down thcir
ladders. By nightfall. twenty inchcs of sno\\' had fallcn. and thc fcw clcvatcd trains still
running fcll silent. New York City was paralyzcd. The En'TliTlg SUTI editorialized thc ncxt day
that. "It was as iI' New York had been a Imming candle upon which nature had clapped a
snuffer leaving nothing of thc city's activities but a struggling cmber. .. Evcrywhere horse
I' ~IcKch'Cy. S I-S~: Gcorfc E. \\'3[1l1f. Srr't'e; C!e.lI;ir;g ,nod l1;e Di51'rJ5d rJ(a Cit,,'5 Jl"<l51t'5 (:'\cw Y(lrk:
Doul1lcJ3Y. 1:\0:\). 10. q4-%
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cars were lying on their sides, entrenched in deep snow, lying across the tracks, jammed
together and in every conceivable position. The city's surface was like a wreck-strewn
battlefield. ,,14
After three days of snow and wind, compounded by freezing temperatures, New York
faced snow depths between two-and-half to four feet, and drifts covering the first story of
many buildings. New York's two million residents experienced a complete failure of the
city's infrastructure. Four-fifth's of the city's telephones were not functioning. Almost all of
its electric lights and most gas lamps were out. Residents who had traveled to work early in
the day found themselves stranded at work or crammed into the few saloons and hotels that
had managed to stay open. Two miles worth of passenger trains packed with commuters were
trapped for two days in drifts over 20 feet high on the northem approach to the city. In all,
over 400 people were counted as victims of the stonn.
After thc "Blizzard of 1888," New York officials enacted legislation demanding
telegraph and telephonc wires be buricd underground, and the push for an undcrground
subway gained momentum. More broadly, the confidencc of New York was shaken, while no
city had the crush of busincss centcred around it as did Ncw York, at this time, no other city
had sccmcd as prcpared to succcssfully combat a huge wintcr stonn. Yct. the city's elevatcd
railways. city-opcrated horsc carts and plows. and othcr costly safcguards had bccn
complctcly th\\"artcd. As a rcsult. mcmorics of thc Blizzard of 1SSS wcre a constant thcmc
that cchocd in municipal snow managcmcnt in Ncw York City for ycars to comc.!"
The Urban Snow Problem
14 E\'o;ilil~ S;m. 1~ \!Jrdl 1SSS. ~.
1< I3cmard \ Icn:Cll. S"O\l' iii .lmer;c</ (\\·a~hin\Cton. D.C.: S111ith~ol1iall Imtitutioll Prc~~. 1qq-). ~~ ..' 7;
~ ~
\kKch-cy. S';O\l' ;1; (wes. :'S·6~.
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The 1890s were a pivotal decade for urban transportation. Electric trolleys came to
replace horse-drawn cars, and the increased volume of business in cities made interruptions
due to snow more costly. The Blizzard of 1888 caused New York to take the lead in dealing
with snow. The plowing of snow from car tracks and the carting away of snow increased
yearly, and more elevated railways were constructed to avoid drifting snow. New York's
horse car lines were electrified in the 1890s, and the long awaited subway system was seen as
the ultimate blizzard-proof transportation, although it would not become operational until
1904. 16
With regard to snow plowing, the electrification of the streetcar systems left the
companies in a precarious position. Having dispensed with the now obsolete and expensive
-to-maintain horses, the companies had no means to operate the horse-drawn plows they had
used in the past to clear the tracks. While some horses had been retained for this purpose,
their numbers were hopelessly inadequate. In the past, heavy snowfalls needing to be cleared
simply meant more teams of horses would be hitched to plows to clear the tracks. Reports
were common of heavy snows prompting double and triple teams to be attached to the plows.
On occasion it took up to six or eight teams of horses pulling plows to open lines. After the
electrification of the streetcar lines. this snow removal technique was no longer available.
To remO\'e snow from the tracks. trolleys were fitted with smaller versions of the "v"
or wedge-shaped plo\\'s used on the large railroads. especially in the West. to break through
heavy mountain drifts. On the mountain tracks these many ton mammoth plows were often
pushed by three or up to as many as twelve 10comoti\'Cs. Ho\\'Cvcr. the small trolleys in usc
in the East wcre simply too small and narrow to push this stylc of plo\\'. Trollcy companics
"~lcSllJne Jnd TJrT. "The CcntrJhty ofthc Hor.'c 111 thc :\inctccnth Ccntury :\meTlLJn City." 112.
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had to scramble to introduce heavier cars that could support plows. These specialized
vehicles often had plows mounted on both ends to expedite clearing rail lines. Lighter snows
could be removed by trolleys equipped with circular rotating metal brushes called snow
sweepers, akin to the street cleaning equipment used in warmer months. 17
Cities throughout the snow belt responded with various means to conquer transport
issues in winter. Boston routed the cars of its extensive trolley system either into the subway
tunnel under its central district or onto elevated tracks, By 1905, the city had also equipped
its trolley system with heavier cars able to push the v-style plows. Nearby Worcester
followed suit, and both locales were able to keep open lines in the face of heavy
snowstom1s. IR
Chicago relied on its system of elevated lines that it had constructed for the 1893
Worlds' Fair, and this system diverted traffic from its often icc-bound cable car system.
Philadelphia relied heavily on its steam commuter trains, and Washington, situated on the
edge of the snow belt. did the same. Washington was one of several fringe cities which used
a few horse-drawn plows to clear sidewalks. Luckily, in the nation's capital the sun and
rising temperatures usually melted most snow within a few days of the stom1.
Other cities were not so lucky. and had to cope with being a heavily trafficked urban
center in a high snow region. Buffalo, Rochester. S}TaCuse. and Oswego. New York all
suffered from "lake effect" snow. cold wind blowing over the \vann \\'ater of the Great Lakes
pickcd up large amounts of moisture. which it then released as snow on the regions south and
east of the Lakes, These cities had the unenviable distinction of being urban centers that
1- D3yid \lin5].;. ":\ Short Hi5tory (If \ lan'5 :\ttcmpt5 to \ I(lYC ThH1u,l:h Sno\\," lJi,l:.h\l<n· Rt'st'<1r(h Ho.ml
S{'«illl R(!'or; ( 1q-..j): 1-3.
l' S(io;;;t;( .-lmt'ri(,111. SUrr1c111cnt (q Dc\:c111QCr 1Q(5): 25033.
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consistently received record-setting snowfalls. While many other cities in the snow belt still
relied on the sun to remove much of their snow, these upstate New York cities began to
organize against snow storms using methods similar to their larger metropolitan sister. 19
Organized street cleaning departments also introduced the concept of "snow as
refuse." By the 1890s, snow was no longer a medium for transport, as in the earlier decades
when bulk produce was transported by sleigh. Snow was now viewed as an obstacle to the
everyday functioning of society and commerce. This prevailing and widely accepted belief
led to a schism between urban and rural snow removal ideology. Unlike their urban
counterparts, rural areas still viewed fallen snow as a medium for transport. 20
In smaller cities where traffic from the rural outlying areas would come into the city
by sleigh these two realms clashed. Cities such as Rochester tried to accommodate both
urban and rural modes of transport in winter and found a compromise by leaving certain
streets uncleared. When plows crossed these streets, they had to leave snow behind to allow
the passage of sleighs. However, even in cities such as Rochester surrounded by rural areas
-,
still using sleighs, in' the downtown and commercial districts snow had come to be seen as
'1
refuse, and clear streets were the order of the day:
Adapting to Snow in Rural Areas
The status of snow removal in rural areas had stayed remarkably static through the
tum of the tum of the twentieth century. After railroads established their dominance in the
1° ~lcKeln'Y. S710\l' i71 the Cities. 74-75,
:,> 11.l. StidilJl11. "The Remo\'al of Snow" in George E, Waring. Street Oe'1I1i71[;. a71d the Disposal o(a City's
Jl'a5te5 (i\ew York: Doubleday. IS9S). IOS-I09; ~!Jrtin ~1c1osi. G'11"bage i71 the Citie5. Refitse. Rt:f0rl1l. ilIld
the £711'i/'(171111 el1t, ISSO-19SO (Chicago: Dorsey Press. 19S n. 6S-69; B1Jke ~lcKeh·ey. "Snowstonns and Snow
Fighting - The Rochester Experience, .. Rochester ii/stOll' 27 (hnuary 19(5). 1-24,
:1 "The Remoyal oi Snow From Public Highways."' The ,·I77;c,.;C,1/I Cit" (October 1916): 39()·393: "Sno\\
Remoyal in :\merican Cities."' The AI1ltTic<171 City (Febnlary 1921): 16S-I';O: "Snow Rel110yal Equipment in
l"se. Ahqracts of Rq'0rts fWI11 CIties in the Snow Bell." Ti;c AmerZed/; CIt\' (December 1923): 6(\4-(iO("
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long-distance transportation of goods and people in the 1840s, rural responses to snow
remained largely the same for the next seventy years. Sleighs remained the mode of transport
up to the rail terminal, and for all short distance travel. Some small towns had trolley lines
either as spurs into larger cities or as regional networks to nearby towns, but trolley lines did
not compete with trains for the long distance transport of goods and people. Trolleys
remained regional, and any snow removal needs \vere done with car-mounted plows or hand
"labor.~-
The "Good Roads" and "Roads to Market" campaigns that were advocated for by
various groups in the 1870s and 1880s did not include snow removal. The "Good Roads
Movement" was at first championed by various bicycle groups such as the League of
American Wheelmen. Bicycling was a fair weather sport, and advocacy focused on improved
roads and the installation of hard surfaced pavements, not snow removal. The agrarian
sponsored "Roads to Market" campaign failed to address snow removal as well, as any
fam1er transporting goods to market would be traveling on runners, and roads were usually
'.cleared communally:-
The communal maintenance of roads was done through a system that had been in
place since the Colonial Era. In lieu of taxes. or a portion of taxes. each man in the
community had to work on the roads for a certain number of days each year. In the spring.
road work would occur in the slack time between plantings. and minor improvements to the
local roads would occur bet\\'een equal amounts of socializing. tall talc telling. and drinking.
In the winter. drifts and other obstructions to the rolling of a flat road would be shoveled out.
:: William D. \liddleton. no" Time "fth,' Trolh-" (\lilwJukee. \\,i~c(1n~in: Kalmbach Pub1i~h1l1g ('(1Jl1pany.
1%7). :'76. :'79·:'SO.
:' R(1~e. "The HighwJy fn'Jl1 the RailwJd to the Automohlle."· S4·S6.
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with similar amounts of socializing and drinking to ward off the cold and the monotony of
work. 24
The rolling of roads although done communally could vary by town, and by the
geography of the roads. A snow roller was a large wooden cylinder usually made of oak for
its strength and resistance to rot. In some cases they were lined with granite to add weight.
Usually equipped with a simple foot bar or seat for the driver, some of the more extravagant
rollers were outfitted with rudimentary cabs to protect the driver from the cold of a long day
of breaking roads. The roller was usually constructed with town funds, although the cost was
minimal, since the wood and other construction materials were often donated.
The roller left a Oat, compacted roadway that lent itself very well to sleigh traffic.
The surface of the road would become icy as people traveled over it, but horses were
specially equipped with sharp horseshoes for pulling sleighs. An additional benefit was that
after compacting, since there was no outer ridge as a plowed or scraped surface would
contain, drifting snow in most cases would blow across rolled roads, leaving them clear for
traffic. After particularly snowy winters it was not uncommon to have three feet or more of
compacted snow and ice built up over rural roads, compounding the problems of muddy
roads once the spring thaw set in. A stubbom section of ice would have to be chipped out to
speed up melting. Streets in town were often rolled. leading to several feet of ice building up
on the main streets of some small towns. In desperation. some towns near mining or
lumbering industries would seek out an experienced "dyllamite man" who with the use of
explosins could break apart the ice besieging i\lain Street. Although hard on the \\'indO\\'s of
:J Parks. Ro,;ds ,]7;.1 T1"I1\'(/ 1/1 .\"Cl\' Eng/,md. S- In, R05C. "Thc Hi~h\\'JY fwm thc RailwJd to thc Automobilc:'
S~,
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the local downtown business district, it was not uncommon to have ice on some town roads
until April, and such conditions would warrant the use of such extreme measures. 25
The Dawn of the Automobile Age
Upon this landscape of electric trolleys, steam trains, and even horse-drawn sleighs,
appeared near the tum of the century, a new mode of transport. Under the guise of "horseless
carriage," the automobile began to appear on the American scene in the mid-1890s. It was
first seen as a fragile, complex, almost experimental finicky beast, under the control of a
wealthy urbanite who sought a faster toy than his high-wheeler bicycle or racing sulky.
A multitude of technological problems made operation of early automobiles in cold
weather and snow a cumbersome task. Early garages advertised storage "for all model
automobiles." General histories of the automobile thus relegate it to the carriage house during
the winter months, wheels removed, up on blocks and drained of fluids until spring. These
works never clarify when this practice stopped. 2(1
In 1895, the attention of the public was focused on a staged race in Chicago,
sponsored by the Chicago Times Herald newspaper. This event was extremely well
publicized. and various Americans inventors claimed they would have automobiles ready by
the entry deadline. Only six entrics actually materializcd at the race. even after the dcadlinc
was pushed back in an attcmpt to cnlist more. This extension. howcvcr. pushed thc datc of
the racc to thc end of Nonmbcr. and whcn the six cntrics bcgan the race. oycr cight inches of
snO\\' had recently fallcn on Chicago. Although clcarcd. the icy and ruttcd strccts \\'cre
:< "The ~orthem Snow Roller:' Sal"gellt S/10\\' PlcJl\5 Calc110g (Bangor. :--Iaine: Cnion Iron Works Inc .. 1927).
en-numbered insert; Charles:\, French. "Snow Rollers Instead of Plows:' The .·lmcricilIl Citr (October. 191 S):
2S9-290.
:, John B. Rae. The..l mCUCil/1 .1 wC1/1;"hilc A Rud IiiSiO/l' (Cll1cago: l'ni\'Crsity of Chicago Press. 1965 \. 17-
.'2.52. 92-95: James J. Flink, .117; (l'i(',1 Ad"pts tj,(· . lilt, 1/1;"hih-. IS95-1910 (Cambridge. :--Iassachusetts: :--IIT
Press. 19""5). '<6-46. 95-99. 216-22.<: Frank Cotley.. ,1 71;CI";C,1 "11 I17;cds The First 100 }'e,II"S (Los Angeles:
General Publishing Grou!'. Inc. 199(,), 22-..\S,
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treacherous: one entrant was broadsided by a streetcar, and one judge was injured when
thrown from a vehicle in a particularly rutted section. Only two cars finished the fifty-five
mile course, and the winner was a gasoline-powered automobile driven by auto pioneer
Frank Duryea. By going forward with the race Americans foreshadowed a time when
automobiles would be used in all seasons,27
Snow removal for automobiles does not seem to have been seen as important until
about 1920 when there were already eight million on American roads. In the monthly journal
The American City, a publication targeting city and town managers, municipal works
directors, and others in the infrastructure management of cities, towns, and counties the issue
of the automobile in snow removal does not appear until nearly 1920. The needs of the
commercial delivery vehicle and motor-truck appeared first as motivations for
, 'x
comprehenSIve snow removal."
By the early 1900s, snow was becoming just one more type of refuse that city
sanitation departments had to plan to remove in a timely manner. The principle of municipal
level organization, a tenet of Progressive Era refonn and government, was now applied to the
problem of snow removal. Following the lead of New York City's Street Cleaning
Department and its second commissioner, Col. George E. Waring Jr., appointed in 1895,
cities relied on horse-drawn dump carts (the same as used the rest of the year for trash
removal) and annies of shovel-wielding tcmporary workers, H, L. Stidham, Snow Inspector
for Waring's Street C\caning Department. stressed organizing downto\\'n streets into zones,
:- Rae. 9,
:, Sur\'ey of The An:cr:C<111 lil1', 1900-1935. rJssim; Facts <1/:.1 Figures o( 11:," AUlomohile Indus In' \~ew Yl'rk:
~atiollal Automobile Chamber of Commerce. 1(27),.l,
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City employees would supervise the large forces of temporary laborers who would be called
into action if snowfalls became too heavy for them to remove 29
The level of manpower being brought against nature can be seen in various cities.
Kansas City, located on the periphery of the snow belt, received twenty-five inches of snow
in a record-breaking two-day storm March 23-24, 1912. Trolley cars equipped with rotary
sweepers were nom1ally sufficient to combat the small snow falls the city usually received.
Hopelessly ill-equipped for the severity of this stom1, the trolley company had to hire fifteen
hundred shovelers to clear the lines, and still only succeeded in keeping a few sections open.
The city attempted to open the business district of town with seven hundred men and two
hundred fifty tcams of horscs. As oftcn occurred on thc outcr pcriphery of thc snow belt, by
the third day aftcr thc stom1 cndcd, rising temperaturcs allowcd thc opcning of fire hydrants
to flush thc rcmaining snow from the strcets. A similar display of manpowcr occurred in
Dcnvcr during January 1913 when four fcet of snow fell on thc city over two days. For the
ncxt tcn days ovcr six hundrcd mcn and thrce hundrcd carts worked to clcar the strccts. 30
Thc prcssing nced for more comprchcnsivc snow rcmoval lcd to thc first confcrcnce
on snow rcmoval in Philadclphia in 1914. Public works officials from around thc snow bclt
mct to sharc idcas and practical cxpcricncc. Advanccd planning and organization was
strcsscd by thc attcndccs: working out in advancc thc contractual agrccmcnts with transit
companics for rcmoving snow from thcir tracks. locating dumping locations for snow cithcr
in watcrways or on \'Ucant lots. and il1\'cstigating thc capacity of thc city's SC\\'cr systcm for
absorbing largc amounts of snow. Thc confcrcncc attcndccs also callcd for morc cmphasis on
:0 ~Iergen. S,,01\'ln Ameneil. 5~-6q: ILL. Stidham "The Rell1o\'al oiSnow." cd. Georfe E. Waring Slr'ee;
Cle,ml"g «Tid ;/;e Disposal ot',] lll'.. ·S Jr.lSles (7'e\\' Y0rk: Doubleday. 1898). 100-10 I. 11'7-128.
" ~kKeh'Cy. S,101l' ill the CI;ies. -:Q-80.
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the mechanization of snow removal. Early experiments with blades mounted on the front of
motor-trucks had showed them to be considerably faster than the standard horse-drawn
plows. The attendees also suggested the use of trucks for transporting snow to the nearest
sewer line. 3l
Present at the inaugural snow removal conference, New York City's Street Cleaning
Department Representative, John T. Fetherton, did not agree with all of the recommendations
of the panel. He favored the flexibility of horse carts, filled with snow by men with shovels.
His department's strategy was to send men out at the beginning of the stom1 and to increase
the numbers of men deployed to avoid getting behind in removing the snow. This method
avoided being left with large piles requiring mechanized equipment to remove. He felt that
with such a labor pool at his disposal, a sufficient anny of shovelers could be called into
temporary day labor to clear streets in a timely manner. Thus, in his view, the more radical
plowing and melting equipment being brainstonned at the Philadelphia Snow Removal
Conference would not be needed. New York's reluctance to mechanize and instead rely on
massive hand shoveling (some years over 40,000 workers were registered to work) would see
them through six years of mild winters, until disaster struck.
In February 1920, New York City was hit by a blizzard that brought seventy two
hours of continuous precipitation with accumulations over seventeen inches. rvtixed in with
the snow were layers of sleet that froze the snow into a solid mass. Laborers could not break
through the ice to shovel the sno\\', and the sleet that fell in the initial stages of the stonn
coated the pavement underneath so that the few motor-trucks mounted with plows spun their
wheels. The early hours of the stonn were so severe that the Department of Street Cleaning.
.'1 ".\ Conference t~n Snow RemOY31.·· The A17;ene,m (ltl' (~!Jy 191-l): -l9.'. -l9.": "Recommcnd3tion5 35 to
Snow RemoYJ1." Ti;,' .J71Ocri(,1I: Ciry (Dcccmber 191-l): ."00-."01.
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the snow contractors, and the street railway companies could not start work on schedule.
Emergency laborers were scarce, and a large number of those who were hired went on strike.
Some street cars were stalled in the streets of Manhattan for several weeks. Emergency
measures were required to distribute food. Businesses suffered $60 million in losses.
Eventually, all city departments and business firms with men and trucks to spare were
volunteered to the cleanup effort. Costs for this cleanup rose to S5.5 million.
In response to this disaster, New York City abandoned its policy of using only hand
labor and horse-drawn dump carts. In one fell swoop the city mechanized its snow removal
force with the acquisition of 100 two-ton tractors, 50 five-ton tractors, 200 five-ton trucks,
100 two-ton trucks, over 300 push plows, 150 drag plows, one snow loader, and various
miscellaneous pieces of equipment. The city authorized the expenditure of $2,757,000 to
purchase this equipment and $ 1,370,000 for buildings around the city to house it. Adding all
this equipment to the organizational structure that the New York Street Cleaning Department
had pioneered in previous decades, pem1itted a snowfall exceeding one foot to be cleared in
just twelve hours the next February. This quick response saved the city businesscs an
cstimatcd SI0,000,000 in lost revcnue. and proved thc valuc of the new equipment. The
strect area cleared and cubic yards of snow carted away tripled from the amount removed
before mechanization took place.-12
Throughout the snow bclt smallcr cities soon follo\\'cd New York City's Icad. and
during the ycars 1920-1921. mechanization to some degrec was found in all cities of the
region. As the new equipmcnt appeared on the scene. cities increased the scope of thcir snow
': "Holt Sclls Fifty Tractors to 7'cw York City'" The Ameuc,lI1 CUy (Dcccmbcr 1920): 667; "\\'rcstling \\'ith
7'c\\' York's Big Stonn'" The American Cm' (April 1921): ~~ 7; Rcginald Hawkins, "Snow Rcmoyal in 7'C\\'
York City'" The "lmeriCil11 City (Scptcmbcr 1926): ~21-~29; "Prc\'cnting Snow Tic-Cps." The Americ(J7j Cit\"
(7'onmbcr 1920): 56"7,
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removal. In the first two decades of the twentieth century, cities only cleared their downtown
or commercial districts. Residential and other areas had to rely on transportation by streetcar.
On snowy days streetcar lines had to cope with double their number of customers, who were
forced to unmercifully crowd into cars to avoid trudging to work through uncleared streets.33
A consistent theme present in The American City from the early teens forward is the
need to clear streets for the delivery of goods by motor-truck. The automobile as a reason for
expanded snow removal is almost completely absent, while the commercial uses of the
motor-truck, especially in the delivery field, demanded clear roads. The American City also
noted the motor-truck's appearance as an incentive for the clearing of highways between
cities.
During World War I, the trucking industry was bom. The railroads of the country
were pushed to capacity and could not meet the transportation demands of the country, In
spite of a road network not designed for heavy truck use, the first "overland to the coast"
convoys of military trucks traveled from inland factories to ports for shipping to France. One
such convoy of trucks from the Packard factory in Detroit traveling during the winter of 1917
was forced to shovel highways clear in order to continue to the waiting freighters in
Philadelphia. These convoys highlighted the wartime need for passable winter roads, and the
possibility of inter-city trucking for the post-war period:'4
Several articles in The American City notcd that participation in thc war had vastly
diffcrcnt cffccts on how socicty dcalt with sno\\' rcmo\'al. Scvcral municipalitics organizcd
sno\\' rcmoval programs that wcrc suspcnded for the wintcrs that Amcrica was in the war.
" \\'.A. \'an DuzeL "Docs It Pay to Clean City Streets in \\'inte(l" The ..j mene<1n CIty (Fehmary 1921): 149:
"Snow Remlwal in American Cities," The ,·jmaie1l71 City (Fehmary 1921): 16S-1 iO.
:! Rohert F. Karo!c\·itz. This 1l',]S Trucking: A Picton,]! His/on' oi' :he First Q:I,17'tCr ('cn::l71' (1( ('ommcrci,]!
,\{<li07' I'ehicles (Seattle: Superior Puhlishing Co, 1966), ;9.
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The war effort diverted personnel and other resources that were previously used in non-
mechanized snow removal tasks. This may have been one factor in the slow adoption of the
proposals put forth in the first snow removal conference held in Philadelphia in 1914.
Following the war, not only were trucks, tractors, and other heavy equipment available as
surplus from the government, but returning soldiers who had left for Europe familiar with
horse-drawn equipment, arrived home after seeing airplanes, motorized ambulances, tanks,
and motor-trucks in action in the first mechanized war. These returning servicemen were
anxious to adopt new mechanized equipment with which they had become familiar while in
the military and helped to push forward the adoption of mechanized snow removal. 35
The Era of Snow-fighting Begins
The heavy snow stonn of February 1920 had acted as a wake up call to the snow belt
of the United States, but these snows fell on a country that had changed markedly from its
experiences in World War I. The motor-truck's steadfast record of service on the front lines
had proved its capabilities versus the horse, over two million of which lay dead on the
battlefields of Europe. A country that could fly men through the air could hardly be stymied
by something as simple as a snowfall.
Reinforcing the infornlation emanating from Europe about the practicality of the
motor-truck was the needs of a country stripped of its horses. After the war F. L. Atwater.
Highway Commissioner of Denvcr. Colorado. found hc was unable to procure good tcams of
horscs to draw street-swccping cquipmcnt and sno\\' plows. His dcpartmcnt purchascd a pair
of two-ton motor-trucks out of ncccssity. Upon placing thclll in scn·icc. tcn horse-tcams wcre
transfcrrcd to othcr dutics. Furthcr pro\'ing thcir rcliability. the trucks \\'crc in scn'icc sixtccn
" John F. O'Tl'ole. "The RemoYJl of Snow from Public II ighwJys." Th,. ..j malcom Cit,· (October 1916): 390-
.'°3.
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hours a day, In Chicago one truck was found to be the equivalent of five horse-drawn
wagons. The mechanized city was developing as quickly as municipal budgets allowed.36
Officials from New York City were quick to point out in The American City that its
recent investment in mechanized snow removal equipment of over $2 million had saved the
city $10 million in commerce. In the next few seasons all cities adopted some level of
mechanical snow removal equipment as quickly as finances allowed. In 1922 Boston still had
only three snow-plows mounted on trucks, a few horse scrapers, and a tractor, but in July
1923,50 snow plows were purchased, and Mayor James M. Curley stated "the wisdom of the
step taken by New York has been emphasized during the last two years." Boston's snow
removal problems became obvious in 1920 when the worst snow stom1 since 1893
devastated the city with over three feet of snow. Gridlock was finally cleared by renting
steam shovels from various construction companies, Boston believed its equipment would
swing the balance in battle against snow in the Bay State:'7
In contrast to what was taking place in these major cities, a survey of snow removal
plans in the December 1920 The American Ci~\' revealed that many state and local agencies
were completely at odds as how to cope with snow removal. Recently fonned County and
State Highway Departments were not prepared to deal with clearing miles of solitary roads
that wound through the landscape. Unlike cities that had a dense system of streets to clear.
highway departments had an extended net,,'ork of roads of varying qualities of construction
and surfacing among their hundrcds of milcs of snow-covcrcd roads to clear cvcry stonn.
'; FJ. Atwatcr. "The ~Iotor Tmck - ~Icchanical Jack-of-All-Tradcs." The Ame/'/CIIl1 Ot.'· (July 1919): 2.'-26.
,- "Boston Bcttcr Prcrared to Fight Sno\\ This Ycar," The .·In;o-ie.m Otr (Fcbmary 1924): ISO: "Chicago's
SIll)\\" :\cti\'itics:' The .·In;aic.m Cm' (Dcccmber 1922): 494.
The American City assembled the data for this survey from the response letters of
various county and state officials, revealing varied and often bleak results. Many state and
county highway departments were still in their infancy and often ineffective. Equipment
heavily advertised in The American City had yet to be purchased by these organizations, even
though federal funding was available. The State of Connecticut used monies from a
maintenance fund derived from the driver's license fee. Snow removal had begun over the
last three and four years, and in the previous year over 1,000 miles of Connecticut highways
had been maintained. In contrast, Illinois reported no snow removal at all. Massachusetts had
been unable to maintain any roads due to lack of equipment and was looking to purchase
equipment in preparation for the upcoming winter. Minnesota had seen its highways blocked
four times in the winter of 1920; one blockade lasted two weeks. Many towns were cut off,
and "considerable hardship" was reported. Michigan's state highway department maintained
a few roads, and also maintained a significant portion "for sleighs." Wisconsin intended to
keep roads open through winter. Pennsylvania cleared its highway system to relieve rail
congestion, and its follow-up traffic censuses indicated increased heavy truck traffic.
The most telling statements came from northem New England. New Hampshire
officials wrote that the "demands for automobile traffic have not been sufficient to walTant
any expenditure." Chief Engineer for the Maine Highway Commission Paul F. Sargent wcnt
C\'cn further and statcd that it would be a long timc beforc any attcmpt was made to kecp thc
roads of i\laine opcn for motor traffic during thc \\'inter. He said thc only work donc during
the winter months was the minor breaking of drifts for horsc-drawn traffic, It is worth noting
that in the United States automobile registrations totaled over nine million in 1921, with
42,039 and 77,527 in New Hampshire and Maine respectively.38
Consistently, snow removal was prioritized differently in urban and rural areas. In the
period from 1920 to 1928, the urban response to snow removal was the expansion and the
refinement of a mechanized attack on the obstacle of snow. War-like terminology was
adopted by officials, as post storm "snow removal" was replaced by a continuous strategy of
"snow fighting." Advertising for snow removal machinery and statements by city officials
combined to punctuate the movement with slogans such as "The Science of Snow Removal,"
and "Progressive Cities don't Hibernate." Cleveland's first organized snow fighting program
in 1923 according to a Cleveland Plain Dealer's editorial was "Battling the Beautiful."
Town officials filled The American City with statements proclaiming that once a town
experienced open roads it would never look back regardless of costs. One enthusiastic
official stated, "The up-to-date community once enjoying winter freedom of the open road,
never again is content to return to the old order of paralyzed traffic. ,,39
In contrast, rural areas were still grappling with the issue of snow removal even
though the increasing numbers of automobiles indicated that the transition to a motorized
society had occurred here as well. In this period from 1920 to 1927, rural areas began to
adopt variations of urban snow removal practices. Snow removal cquipmcnt became
mcchanizcd. was adoptcd in grcatcr numbcrs. and an organizcd policy of how to rcact to
sno\\'stonns was slo\\'ly dcvelopcd by county and statc higlm'ay organizations.
""Snl~\\ Rem()\'al Plan, oi State, \\'ithin the Snow Belt:' The Amel"/c(]n Cit" (December 1920): ~S~-:'SS; F(IC/s
(]/;d Frs:,lIres of the AlIiOmohile IndllStlT. 19,
" "Th~ Co,t ~iSnow I3!o('kade,:' Ti;;' ,.Jmel"/can Cit" (~larch 1925): 112; 51101\' RemO\'.1119~'SClt,l1og (San
Leadw. Cali 1i.'ri1l1 a: Caterpillar Tractor Co,. 192'7).4; Ad\"ertisements in The ,117;eI"/C(]ll Cm' (January 1922): 26.
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In Eastern Massachusetts, for example, the heavy snow in the winter of 1922-23 was
noted as interfering in the use of highways "due entirely to the fact that motor trucks and
automobiles have almost entirely eliminated horse-drawn vehicles on through driving and
trucking routes." However, a strong objection to the complete removal of snow from roads
in the more rural areas was because "horses are still used in the country districts." In
Weymouth, Massachusetts, located just fifteen miles south of Boston, Superintendent of
Streets, Irving E. Johnson commented on multiple types of winter transportation. In
Weymouth, "enough snow was left for the use of farn1er's sleighs, yet not enough to hinder
the heavy commercial trucks and passenger cars passing through the town." 40
Weapons of the Snow War
Throughout the 1920s as cities began to concentrate on effective snow removal two
allies in fighting this battle were mechanization and organization. Municipal organization
was the primary tenet of George E. Waring and his "White Wings" professional street
cleaning personnel of the 1890s. The street cleaning and precise organizing of strect clcaring
that had occurred with thc contract shovclcrs of previous decades transferrcd to a municipal
force wielding tractor plows and trucks. It was hcrc, in thc mechanization of snow removal,
that thc greatcst changcs occurrcd.
Truck-molll/ted SI/o\\' Ploll's
It is not known who mountcd thc first plo\\' onto thc front of a motor-truck. Sc\'Cral
companics claim thc first purposc-built plow-bladc. but from thc carly 1900s on. The
Americal/ Citr was illustratcd \\'ith various rudimcntarv \\'oodcn dcviccs attachcd to thc front
. .
of trucks. Thc 7\ lack Truck 7\ Iuscum and Archi\Ts in Bcthlchcm. Pcnnsylvania contains a
j) 'Thc Sno\\' Rcmo\'al Prohlem m Amcncan CitlCS Part \." .'49; "Thc Sno\\' Rcmo\'al Problem 111 Amcncan
Citics Part I\." 4~2,
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1911 photograph of a very early truck in New York City, with wooden planks mounted to the
front of the vehicle as a rudimentary plow, complete with a lever to the passenger
compartment to allow the blade to be raised. Although the first plow builder is unknown, by
1918 national companies such as the Baker Manufacturing Company, Sargent Snowplow
Company, and the Good Roads Machinery Company, all began to market metal plow blades
in various configurations that could be mounted to the front axle of a truck. Many local
companies also produced truck plows; however, most held to several industry wide designs,
either being a straight single blade or a double bladed "v" configuration. 41
The typical straight blade snow plow varied in length, depending in most cases on the
size of the truck it was to be mounted on. The blade would mount directly to the front axle of
the truck. This allowed the plow to fit a wide variety of trucks, convenient for municipalities
that would purchase plows, but install them on contracted trucks. A manual angle adjustment
would allow the blade to angle to either side. A wheel in the passenger compartment of the
truck would raise or lower the blade by way of a chain attached to the frame supporting the
blade. This required a second person to be in the vehicle. The raising of the blade was more
important on early blades as they had not yet been equipped with a spring loaded lower edge.
V-bladed plows were mounted in much the same manner, although usually they lacked as
much elevation adjustment as a single blade. 42
Trucks
i\ tore important than the effecti\'Cness of the snow plow \\'as the truck on which it
was mounted. Truck technology improved considerably through the period of this study,
JI Surwy (1f The AmenC<l1l On', 1q()()·193:i. passim: L'npublishcd black and "huc ph(1t(1graph. \ lack TnIck
\iuscum and Archi,'cs (Bcthlehcm. Pcnnsylyania). cabinct '7 file 36: Adwrtiscmcnts in The "lmcric,171 Clt\,
(January 19I5): 22. ~6. ~S,
J: S,;7~>:CI;t Tr;,d Plo\l.' R7'Oc/;;I7'( (Banf(1r. \lainc: l'nlOn !ron \\·(1fks. 1927): I·~,
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Both Philadelphia and New York City used 5-ton motor trucks supplied by the White
Company in 1920. Philadelphia equipped its trucks with a single blade plow 10 feet long and
16 inches high. As was standard at that time, the truck rode on solid rubber tires with no
tread. Traction was provided by chains that mounted on the back tires for grip on slippery
pavements, but often traction was obtained simply by placing huge amounts of weight over
the rear wheels. Recommendations called for the loading of each truck with two or three tons
of pig iron, gravel or other heavy material. In Philadelphia, short wheelbase trucks, would be
outfitted with a four-ton cubical block of scrap-iron or concrete mounted directly over the
rear axle of the tractor. This gave the highly maneuverable vehicle exceptional traction. In
most cases the driver and passenger sat in an open compartment without side windows or
windshield. Several municipal experts also recommended outfitting the drive wheels of these
heavily ballasted trucks with double the number of snow chains to capitalize on the weight
r " 4'lor even greater tractIOn. -
Many areas used trucks nonnally used as delivery or road building vehicles, but
pressed them into service in the winter as expedient snow removal vehicles. Altematively,
tractors were powerful, slow-moving construction vehicles equipped with continuous tracks
in place of whccls. Tractors had extrcmc traction and mobility in snow, but wcre more
cxpcnsivc than trucks. thus limiting thcir adoption by somc organizations. Aftcr \V\VI, thc
Kahn-Wadsworth Billmadc possiblc the distribution of ovcr 25.000 surplus ann)' trucks and
othcr cquipmcnt to statc highway dcpartmcnts for road-building purposcs. Thcsc surplus
J' 'The Sn0w Re1l10\"al Prohlem in American CIties Part I." 35 L Archer ~1. S0by and John H. ~ultal1. "Flusher
E\"0Iuti0n- The Changing Factors in Street Cleaning'" The _-jl7;oic,m Cit," (July 1(26): 29-32.
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trucks, in the hands of the returned servIcemen, who had been introduced to them in
European service, boosted the mechanization of cash-strapped state highway departments.44
West Virginia was one state that received these surplus trucks and pressed them into
service for snow removal. Individual trucks, lacking the power of a tractor, or the traction of
four wheel drive trucks, sometimes were chained together and used in tandem. West Virginia
cited one example of this solution in which the plow was mounted to a 3-ton Aviation truck,
which was assisted by a 4-ton Peerless truck in the rear. A pole was chained between the
trucks to connect them. This two truck arrangement also solved the problem of the truck
carrying the plow becoming engulfed in a snowdrift as it tried to break through, and spinning
its rear wheels before it got out. The second truck was enough behind the plow not to be
wallowed in the drift and could pull the front truck free. 45
The truck became versatile due to developments 111 several other key areas.
Improvements in tire technology during the 1920s allowed even the heaviest laden trucks to
run on pneumatic tires. This gave the vehicles a traction advantage over those with solid
rubber tires, and also allowcd vehiclcs to operatc at higher speeds. Engines became more
powerful. and transmissions bccame more versatile with a wider range of gears. New steel
alloys resulted in much stronger and more resilient framcs. It became common to equip
trucks with enclosed cabs. cven though the wheel to raisc and lower the plow blade protruded
into the cab. a nccessary elemcnt until hydraulic mechanisms appcared in the mid 1930s.
Thc Mid\\'cst was an example of onc region that prcferred truck mounted snow plows.
Cleveland used a fleet of truck-mounted sno\\'plo\\'s exclusively. using trucks already
purchased for municipal departments. l':ot only were plO\vs mounted on existing trucks
JJ Kawlcyitl. This Jras Tmcking. ~ I.
J< "Snow RCl1llwal in Wcst \'irgll11J wIth Pmhcr-T~Tc Plow,"· Thc .·lmo;c,i/; lm' (Septcmbcr 192:'): 2-l:'-2-l6.
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cheaper than purchasing tractors with plow units, but truck plow companies were able to
deliver their simpler products in shorter order, guaranteeing delivery before the storms of
winter hit. According to J.W. Morris, city engineer, Cleveland's first organized snow
fighting program in 1923 had been a success due primarily to their use of truck mounted
snow plows. James McLean, County Engineer for Sioux City, Iowa described in a 1928
summary article for The American Cit)' his report to the American Road Builders Association
Convention, of the preference for trucks as the prime mover for snow removal equipment in
his county and its surrounding region of the Midwest for the last decade:16
Fo/lr- Wheel Drive Trucks
A major technological innovation that allowed trucks to take over part of the role of
tractors was the introduction of trucks equipped with four-wheel drive. Although today a
fixture on millions of sport utility vehicles, initially, most trucks equipped for snow removal
were driven only by the rear wheels. A few specialized companies introduced trucks
equipped with a center transfer case that sent power equally to all four wheels. Early
companies such as Jeffery Quad and FWD produced four wheel drive trucks even before
World War I. but it was not until the late 1920s that these trucks were produced in any
significant numbers. By that point the market for four wheel drive vehicles was provided by
just a handful of specialized companies. the major manufacturers being Oshkosh. FWD, and
the Walter Motor Truck Company.
Combining the speed of a truck with traction capabilities similar to that of tractors.
fOUf-\\'hecl drive motor-trucks were in many cases the choice of high\\'ay departments
needing to c\car many miles of highway. Each company. ho\\"Cver. found a particular niche
'OJ.\\', \Iorri,. "Clcycbnd', Snow-FIghting Orga11lzation:' The ,In;enL',17l On' (January 1924): 4.'-44: .iJI11CS C.
\lcLcan. "Highway Protc.::til1n and Snow RCl11o\'a1." The ,4mcriC<171 lin' (\lay 1925): S~-S6,
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market. Oshkosh and FWD were popular with state and county highway departments that
needed to clear roads quickly and faced large amounts of snow that would nonnally have
been reserved for slow moving tractor-driven plows, Michigan, Wisconsin, and highway
departments in the western mountains used large four-wheel drive trucks equipped with snow
blowers to carve out roads from heavy snowfalls. The spectacular tunnel-like roads left by
these machines attracted newspaper and photo coverage. 47
Walter motor-trucks could be equipped with a center scraper blade, mounted under
the body of the truck. This center blade had considerable down pressure, and could scrape
pavement clear of ice or packed snow. This combination allowed the plow mounted on the
front of the truck to clear heavy snow and the center blade to scrape any remaining snow,
even at operating speeds up to 20 miles an hour. Walter motor-trucks were initially used in
New York and other cities to break up packed and rutted snow in high traffic areas. With an
operating speed far higher than tractors, and able to scrape roadways clean, Walters began to
replace tractors in several cities. In rural areas of New York and New England, Walters were
popular as well, although tracked vehicles remained in use in many locations..~8
Tractors
Thc initial traction difficultics of trucks and thc inability of carly truck mountcd snowplows
to push through dri ftcd or packcd snow lcd to thc widcsprcad adoption carlyon of thc tractor
mounted snowplo\\·. Equipped with continuous treads likc a military tank. thesc powcrfu I
tractors had an obvious traction ad\'antage O\'cr whecled \'chic les. This led to a surge in the
~' Ho\\'ard W, Troyer. The Four Wheel Drin- Slory ..j Chapler ill Coopenllin- Ellloprisc (;\ew York: ~lcGraw
Hill. 1954). 105: John Gunnell. "The De\'Clopment of the Snowplow:' CliP (January 1990): 40-43,
~'Da\'idWright and Clarence Jungwirth. Oshkosh Truck5. -5 rears o(Spl'Ci'llt.. Truck Productinll (Osceola.
\\'isconsin: ~lotorbooks Inten1atio1l31 Publishers & \\'ho1csa1crs, 199~). 9-17. 4S-6S: ":\ Hca\'y-Duty Snow-
Plow Tractor-Tmck:' The ..lmenCll71 OIl' (September. 19~5): 347: "Snow Rel11(l\'a I in a High-Grade
Residential District. \lowr Scrapers l'sed on Park :\\-enue, ;\ew York:' The Amo'ie,m Ot.. (September 1929):
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use of tractors equipped with snow plows in major cities, especially after New York City
purchased one-hundred fifty tractors after icy conditions in 1920 rendered useless its truck
mounted plows.
Good traction on icy streets was one reason that tractors were popular in cities. This
traction combined with the power of the five ton and larger Cletrac and Holt brand tractors
opened streets buried by a large snowfall and bucked any drifting that may have occurred.
Also, tractors had the power to windrow large amounts of snow to either side of a
thoroughfare to open it to traffic, and to later push that snow to waiting shovelers at a nearby
manhole of the sewer in a process called "sewering." The tractor also had the capability to
open streets that had not been cleared in the initial stages of the stonn. Once the downtown
or business district was completely cleared, tractors operated in deep snow and in snow hard
packed by traffic in other areas of the city.
In spite of these capabilities, tractors did have senous disadvantages. With a top
speed between three and eight miles per hour, tractors were slow machines. Even the slowest
trucks could clear roads often twice as fast as a tractor. While the traction capability of
tractors was undisputed, the special "winter tracks" that gave them this capability were
expensive and needed to be replaced frequently. The longer lugs or "cleats" of these winter
tracks could necd to bc rcplaccd aftcr just a scason's usc on thc hard pavcmcnt of city strccts.
Wintcr tracks also damagcd all strcct surfaccs to somc degrcc. cspccially thc softcr macadam
pa\·cmcnts. Tractors wcrc also cxpcnsi\'c to opcratc. with gasolinc consumption highcr than
that for motor trucks. In thc citics tractors also sat idlc in garagcs for much of thc ycar.
County highway dcpartmcnts and mral towns. which wcrc building and maintaining roads all
summcr. could easily kcep tractors in constant usc. Tractors. ho\\"cver. would remain in usc
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in urban environments until truck technology evolved improving the capabilities of truck-
mounted snowplows. In the late 1930s and 1940s new, more powerful snowplow equipped
trucks reached a level of parity with tractors in their ability to move large quantities of
packed snow and began to replace tractors as cities modernized or bought replacements for
fd . 49out 0 ate or worn out eqUIpment.
In rural areas tractors were the preferred mode of snow removal with just a
few specific exceptions. Lacking the large organizations and the ability to fight a snow storm
from the moment it began, rural towns ended up clearing roads well after the storm had
ended. Roads had to be cleared that had not been plowed at all during the storn1. Pushing
large v-plows, the ten, fifteen, and even twenty-ton tractors used on rural roads were often
larger than their urban counterparts. Trucks were incapable of breaking out these roads,
often days or even weeks after a snowstorn1. The traction capability of tractors was also
preferable if roads had not completely frozen before becoming snow covered or if they began
to prematurely thaw in the spring. The shoulders of country roads also were not always well
marked or engineered, and a tracked vehicle could better extricate itself from a crumbling
shoulder. 50
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BJ:A.R vmw OF IRON COUNTY 'FLOW IN ,AOTION .
Illustration 1
In several western states, tractors were used before municipalities could acquire plow
blades. One or more tractors would pull a V-plow behind them to clear rural roads. In
Michigan, Delta and Iron County Road Commissioners used a ten-ton Holt tractor to pull a
wooden V-plow with an adjustable wing on either side that could clear a roadway twenty feet
in width. Behind the plow was attached a small building on runners, equipped with a wood
stove to wann the men who accompanied the tractor to shovel out large drifts. 51
Fordsol/ Tractors
Snow removal was not the exclusive domain of mammoth Holt tractors of five, eight
and ten-ton capacity. Many small towns attempted to provide some measure of snow removal
with the two-ton Fordson, in many cases the first tractor purchased for municipal usc. The
Fordson was Henry Ford's attempt to make a tractor equivalent to his Model T: a cheap.
simple to operate machine that would allow the American fanner to mechanize cheaply.
Unfortunately, the Fordson was underpowered and overheated when taxed. Sometimes it was
prcsscd into use for applications whcre a hcavier duty machinc would hayc bccn more
suitable, Howcvcr. the 10\\' pricc of a Fordson tractor. along \\'ith goycmment subsidics. and
'I "Snow Rcmon! by Countics," The Amaie,lI1 City (;\oycmbcr 1922): 391-394: "Sno\\' Rcmon1 in :--ltchigan
Countic,," The .1r1;,Tie,lI1 lltl' (January 1925): 14-16.
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TENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE"'
REAR VIEW OF IRON' OOUNTY 'PLOW IN AOTION
Illustration 1
In several westem states, tractors were used before municipalities could acquire plow
blades. One or more tractors would pull a V-plow behind them to clear rural roads. In
Michigan, Delta and Iron County Road Commissioners used a ten-ton Holt tractor to pull a
wooden V-plow with an adjustable wing on either side that could clear a roadway twenty feet
in width. Behind the plow was attached a small building on runners, equipped with a wood
stove to \varm the men who accompanied the tractor to shovel out large drifts. 51
Fordson Tractors
Snow removal was not the exclusive domain of mammoth Holt tractors of five, eight
and ten-ton capacity. Many small towns attempted to provide some measure of snow removal
with the t\vo-ton Fordson, in many cases the first tractor purchased for municipal use. The
Fordson was Henry Ford's attempt to make a tractor equivalent to his Model T: a cheap,
simple to operate machine that would allow the American farmer to mechanize cheaply.
UnfOliunately, the Fordson was underpowered and overheated when taxed. Sometimes it was
pressed into use for applications where a heavier duty machine would have been more
suitable. However, the low price of a Fordson tractor, along with govennnent subsidies, and
51 "Snow Removal by Counties," The American City (November 1922): 391-394; "Snow Removal in Mil~hi!san
Counties," The American City (January 1925): 14-16.
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its accessibility in Ford automobile showrooms and garages allowed many cash-strapped
towns to buy one. Equipped with a popular converSIOn kit called a Trackson, which
converted the wheeled Fordson into a tractor with full crawler treads, this diminutive tractor
was pressed into service across the country. Trackson-Fordsons showed many towns and
municipal departments what a tracked vehicle could do to clear snow from city streets and
even some rural roads. Initial attempts at snow removal with a Trackson-Fordson often
ended up with mixed results, but were positive enough to lead to the purchase of a heavier
tractor the following season. 52
Some areas eschewed the slow moving tractors. In the 1920s, Michigan had several
counties in which organized highway departments preferred the speed of trucks. Thesc
countics had thc organization and thc rcsourccs to implement truck-bascd snow removal
plans by travcling ovcr routes scvcral timcs during thc course of a stonn. Using this
approach hcavicr cquipmcnt was not necded to "dig out" after the stom1.
Rotary Snow-Blowers
Whcn snow drifts wcrc too largc or too hcavily compacted to plow through, highway
and county maintcnancc dcpartmcnts adoptcd a snow rcmoval technology dcvclopcd by thc
railroads. Rotary snow-blowcrs had bccn in usc on wcstcm railroads sincc thc 1880s to opcn
lincs packcd in so hcavily with snow that it was impossible to plow it asidc. Smallcr vcrsions
\\'crc adaptcd to trucks and tractors using horizontal augcrs that would fccd snow into a
ccntrally locatcd impcllcr that cjected it out of a top mounted chutc.
': RC~1101d \1. \\·ik. lfo1n' Ford ,md (lr,]Ss·7"00IS Amcnc,] (Ann Arbor: l'niHTsity of\hchipn Prcss. 1972),
9.<·Q7: "Snow RCl110yal \\'jth Light Tractors'" Thc Amer/e,m CItl' (January 1Q2S): 197; "Ford Products for
E\'Cry Rw;incss:' The .·17710'/C,;l1 C/n' (Octobcr 1924): n,
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Expensive to purchase and maintain as well as being extremely slow moving, rotary
snow blowers soon found themselves being held in reserve to clear difficult drifts or to widen
roads after snow banks hardened and became icy. Rotary snow blowers were also popular for
the clearing of roads in the Western mountains where extremes of snow depth and drifting
occurred. Many mountain roads were closed all winter and had to be cleared of an entire
season's snowfall to open of the roads in the spring. In these cases, snow blowers would
remove the snow in layers, leaving a roadway with near-vertical sides, and snow on each side
three to four times the height of the snow removal equipment. In order to generate the
tremendous power needed to run the biggest of these snow blowers, the four-wheel drive
truck had a large industrial generator mounted in place of its body to run the rotors and
impellers of the machine. These generators were so powerful that to reduce weight from the
front of the vehicle, the engine was removed and the truck was driven by the generator as
well. These mammoth machines soon were replaced by tractors in most applications because
they were also used for summer road building. 53
SilO\\, Loaders
In the urban landscape, the major technological innovation was not a snowplow or
motive power to propel one. but instead a mechanical substitute for hundreds of shovelers.
Several companies began to produce machines to load trucks mechanically. The first such
machine was produced by the Barber-Greene Company of Aurora. Illinois. Operating on the
same principles as the conveyer belt hay loader used on fanlls. the Barber-Greene loader was
mounted on tractor style cra\\'ler treads and propelled by a Buda four-cylinder truck-t)Ve
gasoline engine. A t\\'o-anlled apron scraped snow off the pa\'Cment. and deposited it on a
cleated belt which carried it up to a discharge chute that would deposit the snow into waiting
trucks.
Chicago was the site of the first use of the Barber-Greene snow loader in December
1920. Running for thirty hours straight, the loader needed only one minor repair that was
fixed in a matter of minutes. It was operated by three separate eight-hour shifts of city
workers. After working the downtown length of the Boulevard, the snow loader worked
across the Loop district. One comment after the first trial of the machine was that the
machine worked just as hard between midnight and dawn as any other time, referring to the
inefficiency of workers hired to shovel through the night.
The Berber-Greene snow loader was an immediate success and was purchased by
many cities. By 1922, advertisements by the company proclaimed its use in New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, and Pittsburgh, along with numerous smaller cities. The
nomlal procedure to use a loader was similar to the previous methods of loading trucks by
hand. The snow was windrowed into large piles either in the center of the street or alongside
the gutter. Then instead of having bands of men fill each truck by hand, the loader was
positioned at one end of the windrow filling trucks as it moved down the street. Previously,
filling trucks by hand was both slow and extra hard on the men. They had to throw snow
higher than their shoulders up into the back of a truck. If sideboards were fitted to the bed of
the truck to allow it to hold more sno\\' (usuallv 10 or 12 cubic yards in a 5 ton truck), filling
.. ~
by hand became very difficult. As a result. many operators \\'ould dispense with sideboards.
making their trips to the city snow dump. only half loaded. call)ing as little as 5 to 6 cubic
'~yards of snow:
'J "The Sn0w RCl11ll\"al Problem in American Cltle~ Part!." 350.
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Illustration 2
Published accounts stated a Barber-Greene snow loader could load an 8-yard dump
truck in two and a half minutes. To load the same truck by hand took twenty minutes. Other
statistics stated that between twenty-five and sixty men were replaced by the snow loader.
Additionally, almost immediately municipalities admitted to the loading of dump trucks to
capacities higher than ever achieved with manual labor. The city of Albany used a newly
acquired snow loader to fill forty-five trucks an hour for the duration of the cleanup effort
after a 1923 snowstonn. Officials in Chicago stated in 1922 that one snow loader and four
trucks perfonned the work fonnerly requiring twelve trucks and sixty laborers. Curiously.
promotional infonnation for the Barber-Greene snow loader published in 1922 stated the
adjustable intake scoops of the loader could be adjusted above the surface of the road, to
\cave snow for the use of sleighs.))
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Illustration 2
Published accounts stated a Barber-Greene snow loader could load an 8-yard dump
truck in two and a half minutes. To load the same truck by hand took twenty minutes. Other
statistics stated that bet\veen twenty-five and sixty men were replaced by the snow loader.
Additionally, almost immediately municipalities admitted to the loading of dump trucks to
capacities higher than ever achieved with manual labor. The city of Albany used a newly
acquired snow loader to fill fOliy-five trucks an hour for the duration of the cleanup effort
after a 1923 snowst01111. Officials in Chicago stated in 1922 that one snow loader and four
trucks perfo1111ed the work formerly requiring twelve trucks and sixty laborers. Curiously,
promotional info1111ation for the Barber-Greene snow loader published in 1922 stated the
adjustable intake scoops of the loader could be adjusted above the surface of the road, to
leave snow for the use of sleighs.55
The most common manufacturer of snow loaders, Barber-Greene was soon joined by
competitors. Other companies, such as the Joy Manufacturing Company of Franklin,
Pennsylvania, produced a snow loader propelled by a truck chassis that was equipped with an
angled discharge chute. Unlike the first model of the Barber-Greene that required each dump
truck to back under the end of the conveyer belt, the angled chute of the Joy loader allowed
dump trucks to line up in a row beside the loader, a virtually seamless procession of trucks
from loader to the snow dump, and then back again to the end of the line. In advertisements,
the Joy Loader was stated to be able to remove a cubic yard of snow from the street for one-
'i6tenth the cost of removal by shovel and cart. -
Small cities and towns had to rationalize the expenditure for equipment that could sit
idle for several years if little snow fell. Some advertisements for snow loaders proposed their
off-season use to load gravel or other material for road maintenance. However, several case
studies in The American City set forth how quickly a snow loader could pay for itself.
Boston dispensed with a gang of 90 men after purchasing a single snow loader. On a
conservative basis of using the snow loader for eighteen ten-hour days. the city reported
savings of over S10.000 per year. Savings were so great that the snow loader paid for itself in
the first fourteen days of operation. Repair costs remained low as well, as only minor
replacement parts were required in what seems like a penchant for around-the-clock
operation; in 1926. the loader was used t\\'enty times for a total of thirty days. Such
cOI1\'incing examples were needed to persuade municipalities to purchase snow remo\'al
equipment costing o\"er S6.000 each. before optional equipment \\'as added,5 7
" "The Joy Snow lOJder:' The ,~mcric(m lifl' (October 1930): 5'+,
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The snow loader was extremely important in the evolution of mechanized snow
removal in urban areas. A city equipped with just a few snow loaders no longer needed to
employ huge numbers of shovelers. The efficiency and speed of these machines lowered the
cost of snow removal, but also utilized the speed and capacity of motor-trucks to move snow
off of the streets. Until hydraulically operated front-end loaders appeared in the 1930s, snow
loaders were the only equipment able to displace manual snow shovelers. Even as front-end
loader equipped tractors became standard equipment on construction and road sites, snow
loaders did not completely disappear. Jim Houle, fomler public works engineer for the Town
of Bamstable, Massachusetts, recounted clearing Main Street with a vintage snow loader well
into the 1960s.58
Half- Truck. Half- Tractor: The Linn Tractor
The need for brute power combined with the need for traction on snow and ice led to
the development of specialized equipment. One example was the Linn tractor, an odd
combination of truck and tractor featuring rear drive via tracks like a bulldozer, and steering
like a truck thru wheels on the front.
The Linn had initially been marketed for hauling lumber in winter. often attached to a
series of sledges loaded with logs. It resembled a locomotive hauling tons of lumber through
the forest. In 1920. Frank W. Carpenter. owner of the Black River Bus Lines that operated in
northem New York. hired Carl H. Frink of Clayton. New York to install a snow plo\\' on a
Linn tractor. Frink is credited as one of the first manufacturcrs of sno\\'plows; the company
still manufactures snowplows today. Linn tractors quickly bccame popular in northem Ncw
" U:\ ?\cw Shm'c1 for Dirt ~hl\'ing." Ti:,' AmC/'1CI1ll Citl' (Dcccmber. 19.30): 19 L "Two ?\cw Sno\\ Flt-htcr~'"
The .JmoiCll11 Citl' (October. 1°.'0): 1(N; Intcr\'icw \\1th .lim Houle. ~brch 1.". 200.".
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Yark for the brute force they brought to road clearing in a region that receives more snow
than any other area of the snow belt.
Trucks and small tractors were not able to operate in this area due to the large
amounts of snow, and the long distance between towns. Linn tractors were equipped with v-
plows and a new innovation, a wing on either side of the tractor adjustable for angle and for
elevation that allowed snow to be pushed back and not cause the tractor to wallow. Several
men were needed to adjust the wings via a series of cables and pulleys. Hydraulic controls
were not introduced to replace the men until 1928. The Linn Corporation also operated
several of their machines plowing the main roads for the sum of S1.50 per hour, a payment
made by towns, bus lines, and auto clubs. This occurred after the Otsego (New York) County
Board of Supervisors passed a resolution that plowing snow was a waste of county funds and
caused premature deterioration of roads.
The operation of Linn tractors was typical of rural snow removal before systematic
plans were enacted by county and state highway departments. Operating days after the snow
stoml, Linn tractors were forced to buck drifts and deep snow that had received no previous
attention. In northem New York that often meant Linns were operating in snow depths of
seven or eight feet. With snow higher than the windshield, visibility was a common problem.
The crew on the back attempted to communicate to the driver through a variety of signals.
involving lights. homs. and knocks on the cab. However. \\'ith the noise of the 935 cubic
inch engine and the exhaust pipe nmning through the cab to provide heat. this method of
communicating was not always reliable. Roads were not yet marked for snow removal with
snow poles. so navigation was by landmarks such as trees. fences. telephone or power lines.
and by watching for fresh sod or mail boxes being thro\\'n by the plow.
Setting off to clear roads with a Linn tractor was much like embarking on a voyage by
boat, a solitary craft in a sea of snow. Operating in snow as high as the vehicle, the Linn
often appeared to be burrowing through the snow rather than clearing a road. Even with a 60-
gallon fuel tank, several barrels of gasoline were carried as auxiliary tanks. If the engine was
stopped and allowed to cool, restarting it might require pre-heating the intake manifold with
a blow torch. Crank-start engines had to be spun by a rope wrapped around the crank handle,
which two men standing on the radiator of the tractor would pull in unison.
··1,4"",%\."~1 ~.
, ,..fl..
Linn Tractor Operating In A Sea of Snow
Illustration 3
\
The excitement of being on a Linn crew clearing roads was offset by the exposure to
the elements for the men operating the wings on the back of the tractor. It was common
practice to equip the tractors with a small cabin outfitted with a wood stove on the back of
the tractor to protect wing operators from the weather. It was also common to break through
frozen or particularly stubborn drifts by ramming into them, backing up and ramming them
again. This violent maneuver more than once resulted in the stove in the cabin being tipped
and the cabin catching fire. Several cabins were burned, and in a number of instances, a
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desperate crew, with over a hundred gallons of gasoline on board, would hook a cable to the
nearest power or phone pole, and pull the entire burning cabin off the back of the tractor! 59
Linn tractors were just one example of the stopgap technological adaptations used to
clear roads before improvements in motor-trucks allowed them to fulfill a considerable
portion of the snow removal needs of the country by the 1930s. Tractors and rotary snow
blowers were still held in reserve for areas of high drifting and for expanding the primary
cuts made by trucks during the height of the storn1; however, as snow fighting became more
organized and systematic the truck was found to be suitable for more and more applications.
Snow Fences
Cc~ntl1 J(."clrt""r-S,,,.tH Stul C~·~r.
SNOW·JLSCI; MADE or \VOVEN ",~rnE. WOODEN
SLATS A1<D STI:&L rOSTS
Illustration 4
As county highway dcpartmcnts becamc morc organizcd thcy bcgan to focus morc on
dri ft prcycntion. Thc Southcrn Pacific Railroad had pionccrcd thc use of snow fcnccs in the
wcstern mountains. modifying tcchniqucs that had bccn first uscd on railroad lines in Norway
and Russia, Highway departments discoyered that by erecting balTters that stopped snow
from drifting onto road\\'ays. snow accumulation could be reduced by oyer fifty percent.
q ":\ HCJ\'y-Duty Tractor Plow'" The American Cit.. (~0\"Cl11hcr 1925): 5;9-580: R0bcrt C. Ackcrs0n"Linn.
Thc ~cw England TnIck'" \"012. The Best n(Old Cm's Jreckll' (101a. \\'iscClnsin: KrJ\lSc Publicati0ns. 19;8).
111-11-l.
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desperate crew, with over a hundred gallons of gasoline on board, would hook a cable to the
nearest power or phone pole, and pull the entire buming cabin off the back of the tractor!59
Linn tractors were just one example of the stopgap technological adaptations used to
clear roads before improvements in motor-trucks allowed them to fulfill a considerable
pOliion of the snow removal needs of the country by the 1930s. Tractors and rotary snow
blowers were still held in reserve for areas of high drifting and for expanding the primary
cuts made by trucks during the height of the stom1; however, as snow fighting became more
organized and systematic the truck was found to be suitable for more and more applications.
Sno1\' Fences
COlU'(CSj' H'jckwir£'-Spe'l.er Steel CiJ,"!'.
SNOW-FENCE I'rtADE OF \VOVEN WIRE, WOODEN
SLll..TS .:\...""'D STEEL POSTS
Illustration 4
As county highway departments became more organized they began to focus more on
drift prevention. The Southem Pacific Railroad had pioneered the use of snow fences in the
westem mountains, modifying techniques that had been first used on railroad lines in Norway
and Russia. Highway departments discovered that by erecting barriers that stopped snow
from drifting onto roadways, snow accumulation could be reduced by over fifty percent.
59 "A Heavy-Duty Tractor Plow," The American City (November 1925): 579-580; Robert C. Ackerson "Linn,
The New England Truck," vo1.2, The Best afOld Cars Weekly (lola, Wisconsin: Krause Publications, 1978),
111-114.
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Extensively used in Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Michigan, the first railroad type fences
consisted of six-inch-wide boards spaced six inches apart on a ten foot frame. These were
superseded by an a lath and wire fence with one and a half inch wide cedar lathes spaced two
and a half inches apart. This style later became standard and was sold by a company also
engaged in the production of snow plows and other snow removal equipment, the Good
Roads Machinery Company of Kennett Square, Pennsylvania. Permanent snow fences could
also be used in the forn1 of trees and shrubs planted specifically to block drifting. In either
case, highway engineers had to survey the roads of their district in the off-season to
detennine where the best locations were for their district's supply of snow fence. Planning
for all scason roads was becoming a year-round responsibility.60
Sa/ring rhe Suburbs: Searching for Grip
The final weapon in the arsenal of the snow removal was traction aids and melting
agents, such as sand, salt, and calcium chloride. Before and during the early decades of
autos, sand and cindcrs wcre hand spread in traffic intcrsections and hilly rcgions to providc
traction. Salt, which actually would melt snow and icc, sccmcd a good idca. but many citics
banned its use. Salt damagcd peoplc's shoes and clothcs as wcll as thc hoovcs of horscs as
they sloggcd through the briny mix. Somc transit companics were allowcd to spread salt at
sharp turns and switches to preHnt re-icing, but extcnsive salt use did not begin until thc latc
1920s when horses were no longer present in the urban landscape. (d
The popularity of salt also illustrates a trend in snow removal. By the late 1920s and
early 1930s the biggest obstacle to the use of the automobile in urban environments had
~) :--lcrfen. .'1';011' in o,Jmcric,). 43; "An Etlectiye Snow Fence to Preyent Drit1s," The American 01." (October
1926): 201: 'The POSSIbility of:'\atura1 Sno\\' Fences," The ,~mcriC<l1l Oty (ArriI192S): 114.
,'1 :--lcKc1\'Cy. 40
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shifted from snow drifts, to slippery streets caused by auto traffic compacting the snow. Also,
salt became a cheaper fix than continual applications of sand to achieve acceptable traction.
In Springfield, Massachusetts, one coating of salt was spread to achieve passable roads when
in the past three or four coatings of sand and cinders were needed. First appearing in the mid-
1920s, mechanical truck-mounted spreaders also allowed a reduction of manpower in this
process, making salt an even cheaper alternative than before. It would be into the 1940s
before the truck-mounted spreader was refined and found throughout the snow belt. The
popularity of salt also points to a stage at which bare pavement was expected, for both
pedestrians and automobiles.62
As cities expanded and suburbs developed around them, municipal departments were
faced with thousands of miles of new streets to clean, and millions of suburban automobiles
whose drivers demanded clear, slip-free roads. The application of salt became extremely
popular in the mid-1930s and beyond, as the "snow war" soon evolved into "chemical
combat" against, both snow and, unfortunately, the surrounding environment. 63
As mentioned earlier. from 1920 to 1927. rural areas began to adopt variations of the
snow removal policies being used in urban areas. Mechanized snow removal equipment
appeared. and an organized policy of reacting to snowstonns was slowly developed by
county and state highway organizations. However. just as the urban reports of snow removal
do not portray a complete picture. with large sections of residential and lesser priority
,; \\'il1ia11l H. Wood\\ard. "~lcltin.; Ice with Salt Saws ~lcn and Tires:' Thc Americall City (January 1943): 79;
"A Salt-Distributin.; ~!Jchine for Snow Rel11oya1.·· Thc ..j mcnelln Cit.. (January 1926): 123; "A Chip Spreader
for Road \\·ork."· The Amerielll1 City (~!Jrch 1927): 585.
"E.A. ~lil1cr. "PrC\"Cnting Accidents on IC\' Paye11lents:' T/;c Amcrie1l71 City (October 1929): 94; Hdl\\·ay
Researdl I3oard. 1O:~ Al1I~ual Hi.;hway Re;earch I30ard Report. "RemoYal ~f Ice from Payements:' - .
(Washington. D.C: Goyemment Printin.; Office. 1(31). 42-43.
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business areas ignored or only cleared of snow after the downtown districts, rural areas did
not immediately come to terms with snow removal either.
The American City reported success with highway organizations, but did not explain
the difficulties facing smaller cities and rural areas in this period. True snow removal from all
roads did not occur until the late 1920s at the earliest, the early 1930s in many areas, and in
some more rural areas it was delayed until the 1940s, or even after World War II.
It is apparent from the registration and purchase data of the 1920s that people living
III rural areas were not hesitating to purchase automobiles even if the roads remained
uncleared throughout the winter. More automobiles were sold in rural than urban areas, and
this statistic held true in the rural areas of the snow belt. In many northem cities, snow
removal did not occur until the mid-to-late 1920s when automobile ownership boomed.
Albany, New York, did not clear its roads until the mid 1920s, but that did not deter
automobile ownership in the city. The America11 City consistently quoted the Highway
Research Board and other Federal organizations that laud the increasing ratio of miles
cleared each winter to total mileage. In the period from the winter of 1924-1925 to the end of
the decade, scvcral years show an incrcase in roads clcared from the prcvious year of over
fi fty percenL
If one looks to the historiography of the automobile in America for answers as to how
the automobile remained viable transportation without all-weather roads, you will come away
empty-handcd. The rolc of \\'inter \\'Cather and the absence of all-\\'cather roads in the
history of the automobile has largely becn ignorcd. The imagc of the automobile mircd in the
muddy quagmirc that rural roads wcrc rcduced to e\"cry spring has becomc s)l11bolic of the
carly days of motcHing. but the wintcr sno\\"s that blockcd that samc road ha\"c been ignored.
.+S
The two seminal works in automotive history, John Rae's The American Automobile,
and James 1. Flink's America Adopts the Automobile, do not address the issue of all weather
roads in the adoption of the automobile. Rae's work centers on industrial and business
history, while Flink's focuses on the early aspects automobile adoption.
Flink's work, however, does deal with the statistical parameters of early automobile
adoption. Flink's thesis is that by 1910, the year in which Henry Ford established his
Highland Park plant to manufacture the Model T, the American public was socially and
culturally acclimated to the automobile. People were just waiting for a cheap, readily
available automobile to appear on the market.i>4 In attempting to prove this statement (which
automobile historians have debated since its publication in 1970), Flink analyzed the
available registration and sales infonnation to answer many of the basic questions about
automobile adoption. He examined distribution of automobile ownership, by economic status
and between rural and urban regions. Relating to snow removal he states the geographic
distribution of automobile ownership did not renect any climatic biases. There were more
automobiles in the snow belt states than in other parts of the country that did not experience
harsh winter weather and snowfall. Flink attributed this fact to the poor economic conditions
in many Southem states. Nonetheless. he proved that even in sections of the snow belt that
were as economically depressed as the South, automobile adoption occurred at average to
b 6'a oYe-average rates..
Flink also documented another trend in the early history of automobile ownership.
Automobile o\\'nership numbers were not greatest in the city, where infrastructure was
~1\'ailable to make hard-surfaced roads to remoye snow, but in what he calls "country to\\'I15"
(,j Flink. Ameriel1 "1doprs rhe A"ro71;ol,;1c 1895-1910. 1-.'.
(" Ibid .. ~~-(,O. -~-~6.
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smaller population centers where municipal management was in its infancy and conditions
were not always optimal for automobile operation.66
Flink's enthusiasm for early automobiles garnered from his examination of popular
literature is tempered by the cold hard numbers of automobile ownership. The American
public may have acclimated to the idea of automobile adoption, but the cheap, readily
available automobile had yet to appear. In 1910, in the entire United States there were only
458,500 registered automobiles and 10,000 trucks. By comparison, just five years later, over
2,300,000 automobiles and 136,000 trucks were in use. By 1920, when over eight million
automobiles were on the road, the trends Flink had documented in his study of the pre-191 0
period, had grown into a powerful agents of change in just a few years.
Flink did not address the difficulty in operating these millions of vehicles in the
winter time. In 1926, of the three million miles of rural roads in the United States, only
52 1,000 were hard-surfaced. Sixteen years after the country was primed for automobile
adoption, according to Flink's study, when car and truck registrations totaled over twenty
million, the majority of the nation's roads turned to mud every spring. Clearly infrastructure,
whether it is hard-surfaced roads, organized highway departments, or comprehensive snow
removal. was not able to keep up with automobile volume.67
The historiography of the automobile and The American City both give incomplete
coverage of the issue of snow removal in rural areas. A source of infonllation for the snow
belt as a whole is The Federal Highway Research Board annual reports beginning in
)\Jo\'cmber 1922, Six consecuti\'c issues of the Highway Rescarch Board Report from its
'" Ibid,. S~-S:'.
~·Ibid .. S. :':'·(,0: FoCI" ,md Flg;,,.,,s 0(:/;" A11/,111;01111,. [';dlls/n'.~. 2:'.
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annual conference carry discussions on snow removal from roads as a part of the required
winter maintenance. The organization attempted to cover the issue for all thirty six snow belt
states.
In 1922 and 1923 the Bureau of Public Roads only committed to studying a
developing problem of snow removal; it surveyed the snow belt highway and county
organizations in an attempt to find equipment that it could recommend for the clearing of
highways. The reports attempted to describe the different plows and estimate their
perfom1ance. The Bureau also conceded the difficulty of treating the entire snow belt as a
whole. The report states:
The average cost of snow rcmoval is a vcry indcfinite figure. It varies so widely
bctween one State and another and even between counties in the same State that
little infon11ation can be given on the subject. The cost of snow removal varies
with the densit~ of the snow, depth and length of dri fts, and width of traveled
way provided. 6
In 1924, general tabulated data was prescnted with analysis and equipment
recommendations from W.A. Van Duzer of the Pennsylvania State Highway Department.
The uscfulncss of this table of data for comparable purposes was discounted by the Highway
Board bccausc it did not include methods, climate, and working conditions or even
cquipmcnt dcscriptions. Thc cost of snow rcmoval ranged from 52.00 pcr milc for South
Dakota. to 5400.00 pcr milc for Ncvada.
Whilc thc Burcau of Public Roads and thc Highway Rcscarch Board rcports lackcd
specifics. thcy do providc figurcs for highway mileagc and milcs of roads clcal'cd cach
wintcr: numbcrs crucial for cxamining thc improvcmcnts of thc snow rcmoval program of thc
Unitcd Statcs. During thc wintcr of 1924-1925. 62.165 miles of highway wcrc kcpt clear of
~, Highway Research Board. S'" Annual Highway Research Board Report. "Report on the COl11mit1ee on
\lJintenance," (\\'ashingtl1 n D.C.: GOYCn1mcnt Printing Ollice. \Q2S), 23:'.
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snow with $1,826,800 expended for the work. For the winter of 1925-1926 road mileage
open increased to 93,000 miles with $3,757,660 expended, a tangible increase of
approximately 50 percent. In comparison, just four years before in the winter of 1922-1923,
only 27,000 miles of snow-free roads were achieved. The American Automobile Association
presented figures of 117,000 miles open in 1928, a number that represented nearly fifty
percent of the main arteries of vehicular travel in the thirty six snow states. The Federal
Highway Board, beginning in 1926, critiqued the level to which roads were cleared to
highlight the improvement of mechanized snow removal. Roads that were merely "broken
out" after a snowstoml with one swath of a plow in 1924 were passable both during and after
a stonn by 1925-1926. Reports from 1922 and 1924 depicted town and rural roads opened to
the width of a plow, passable for single lane traffic only. Motorists encountering oncoming
traffic had to attempt to squeeze by and risk getting stuck in the unplowed edge of the
roadway, or back up for considerable distance until a tum-out was reached that would allow
two-way traffic to pass. By 1925-1926, however, an expected level of comprehensive "snow
clearing" was described, putting an end to one lane roads. This was accomplished through
work continuing long after snow had stopped falling and the first plows had been recalled.
This more complete snow removal may also explain why costs per mile of road cleared
continued to increase in the 1920s. C\'en as the organization and efficicncy of municipal
d . d (,<)cpartments Improvc .
~, "~1innes0ta Sn0W Orins Easily Cleared by Tract0fs'" The .·j71O,T"C<111 Clf.. (April 1925): !.
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In tenns of snow removal, the organization of state highway departments, and the
funding of them with federal aid after the Federal Roads Act of 1916, took the responsibility
for snow removal on major roads and highways out of the hands of the town through which
the road ran. The responsibility for snow removal was placed within a large organization that
as it matured, had the ability to organize a comprehensive snow removal program. This
allowed equipment, personnel and routes of road clearing to be planned out before the winter
season. Effective snow removal involved a level of planning that large municipal or state
departments could handle more effectively than towns. This degree of organization also
allowed faster equipment such as truck-mounted snow plows to be used, with heavier but
slower equipment held in reserve for heavier snowfalls. In addition federal aid allowed these
organizations to purchase expensive sno\\' removal equipment.
Just as in cities where the organization and planning of a professional street cleaning
department allowed the maximum effectiveness of mechanized 5nO\\' removal equipment the
same was the case in nIral areas. An organized highway department could plan a regional
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program of snow removal that maximized the attributes of snow removal equipment, such as
high-speed truck-mounted snowplows. Unlike the efforts of towns previously, in which one
large tractor or Linn would, over the course of several days, plow out the town after the
stonn ended, highway department snow removal began in the midst of the stonn and
continued until the roads were fit for automobile traffic. Thus, they kept "roads open"
throughout a snowstom1 rather than "clearing roads" just once.
The Highway Research Board publication provided a view of the level at which the
automobile had penneated society by the winter of 1927-1928, but of more interest is the
"work in progress" tone of the publication. Continually in this work, the goal of clearing
more roads each year is promised and seemingly demanded by the public. By looking at this
publication and the data that was used to create it, one can create a benchmark to examine the
effectiveness of snow removal by 1928, and its importance to a society that had
wholeheartedly adopted the automobile, but was struggling with complete year-round
r, . I' 70lunctlOna 1ty.
Even nearly thirty years after the first mass-produced automobiles (the Curvcd Dash
Oldsmobilc in 1902-1904), wintcr travel throughout thc snow bclt. was still difficult. As thc
Fcdcral Highway Rcscarch Board statcd, thcrc wcrc a total of 16,139,859 motor vchiclcs
(including trucks and commcrcial vchiclcs). or sixty six pcrccnt of all automobi les rcgistcrcd
on Earth. Thcsc automobiles travclcd O\'cr a systcm of approximately 376.575 milcs of
pavcd rural roads (1925). both on and off statc systcms. Ho\\·cycr. only 62.165 roads wcrc
reported clearcd in thc \\'inter of 1924-1925. This incrcased to roughly 93.000 for thc \\'inters
of 1925-1926 and 1926-1927. and edgcd higher to 117.000 miles in 1927-1928. E\"Cn though
-,) Highway Rcscardl Board. S:~ :\nmlJ1 Highway Rcscan.-h Board Rcport "Rcport on thc Committcc on
:--Iaintcnan....c:· (\\'ashington D.C: Goycnlmcnt Printing Olli .... c. 1921'), 2:' 1-21'0.
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the road mileage cleared increased by approximately fifty percent in these years, it left a
significant percentage of roadways unclear.
Interestingly, in these reports, snow removal IS not described as an
"accomplishment." Snow removal is described as "not a passing fad," mileage is "doubling
yearly," and "someday all residents of the snow belt will be given the luxury of snow free
roads." Evidently the problem of snow removal was not solved. As an example of how
uneven the response to clear roads could be on a regional basis, the rural resistance to clear
roads due to rural-urban antagonism (fear of increased taxes, and reliance on horse-drawn
vehicles) was documented in the Albany, New York area in 1922. This fear was quickly
dispelled as automobiles pervaded the region. However, in The American City, as late as
1924, reports were posted from rural areas hostile to snow removal. In Marion County, Iowa
Robert 1. Johnson, county engineer, reported "the rural population objects to snow removal
because of misinfom1ation sent out by local politicians." Ironically this article started off
with the statement:
For nearly ten years we have been talking of the need of snow removal on main
highways to facilitate traffic 365 days a year. This need has been imperative with the
increasing number of bus lines and of manufacturers who depend on highways for the
distribution of products.
For T\'1arion County, Iowa, and othcr towns issuing reports in this article, the need was less
than imperativc.
Clcar \vinter roads wcrc not just an issuc of personal mobility. By thc 1920s so many
profcssions wcrc motorizcd that snow rcmoval was cssential. For both rural and urban arcas.
c lear roads allo\\·cd firc departmcnts to respond to cmcrgcncics. This becamc evcn more
critical as motorized firc equipment camc into usc. Physicians as a group adopted early
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automobiles en masse as it afforded them increased mobility for house calls. In the 1920s
doctors needed dependable, clear roads to allow for visits and to transport their patients to the
centralized hospitals that were being established.
Also in 1925, the United States Post Office Department supplied the infonnation that
31,600 rural free delivery vehicles used 869,390 miles of road yearly to deliver mail in the
thirty six snow states to 21,296,400 patrons. In a day when rural free delivery also handled
parcel post that could include packages as important as springtime chicks to the fanner, and
as large as tractor parts to his neighbor, the phrase "the mail must get through" held greater
importance to a rural population that depended on rural free delivery as a lifeline to the rest
of the world.
The adoption of centralized school districts allowed the youth of the snow belt access
to a level of education unavailable in the one room schools scattcred through rural districts.
Howcver, school centralization depended on the ability of the legions of school buses to
deliver pupils in a timely manner year-round.
As buscs began to play a greater role 111 transportation networks, snow removal
shifted from the responsibility of railroad and inter-urban trolley networks that held the
clearing of thcir rails as a privatc responsibility. to thc clearing of roads by town, county, and
state govcmments financed considcrably by the federal govemmcnt. Bus companies wcrc
oftcn the first proponcnts and financial boostcrs of initial snow rcmoval cfforts (along \\'ith
local civic organizations and motor vchicle dealers) but in some cascs they would take thc
~ .
responsibility for clear roads into their own hands. Grcyhound Bus Lines in Chicago operated
its o\\"n large highway snow plows. and would clear the roads that comprised their bus routes.
They were documented assisting Chicago municipal authorities on the Outer Loop. in order
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to reach their outlying stops. In this case, it was important enough to ensure uninterrupted
service to justify the cost of allocating men and specialized equipment to clearing snow from
public roads.7 !
It is impossible to over emphasize the importance commercial trucking placed on
clear roads. As the motor-truck replaced the horse-drawn cart or "truck" in urban areas, and
began to compete with the railroad for long-distance freight shipping after World War I, clear
roads became critical. Arguably, commercial road traffic was more of an impetus to clear
roads than personal automobile traffic, due to the inability of commercial traffic to accept
delays.
Conclusion
In combining municipal viewpoints as portrayed in The American City, with reports
from the Highway Research Board and other organizations, the dilemma between automobilc
owncrship and popularity with thc lack of all-scason roads can be further explored.
Clearly, automobiles were being adopted well bcfore the roads werc cleared of snow.
Evcn if a pro-municipal viewpoint is factorcd into the coveragc of this topic in The American
City, as it is a publication dircctcd toward municipal managemcnt. it is clcar that in somc
locations automobilcs wcrc in widcsprcad usc a dccadc or morc bcforc opcn wintcr roads
wcrc achicvcd. Highway data rcvicws also dcmonstratcd thc lack of all-scason roads, and
cxtcnded bcyond thc pcculiaritics of a city or rcgion to show in thc mid-to latc 1920s thc total
numbcr of roads clearcd increasing at a rapid ratc. A dccadc carlier. at thc cnd of World War
"I s'" AnnuJI HighwJy RcscJrch Bcmd Rcport. "Rcport on thc Committcc on \iJintcnJncc," 232-235; HighwJy
Rcscarch Board. 6'" Annual \Iccting of thc Highway Rcscarch Board Rcport. "Procccdings of 6'" Annual
\Iccting," (\\"ashingtl~nD.C.: GOHn1mcnt Printing Ollicc. 1926), 32S-331: "Amcrican Countics PrcHnt thc
I310cbdc of Roads by Snow," The An;afelm Cit.· (DcccmQcr 1924) : 577-5S0.
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I, an automobile population of over 5.5 million was in use well before comprehensive snow
removal.
By the 1920s the infrastructure to organize an effective snow removal program was in
place. In cities, the municipal government had organized street cleaning into a structured and
zoned program able to conduct city-wide operations. The introduction of mechanized snow
removal equipment into this organization gave the street cleaning departments of large cities
such as Boston, New York, and Chicago the tools to quickly remove large accumulations of
snow ever more effectively. Each element allowed urban snow removal to be effective. The
structuring of cities into zones and districts with specific labor assignments that had begun in
the 1890s, in the first years of the professionalizing of street cleaning, ensured efficient
distribution of resources. There were originally hand shovelers and later snow loaders,
tractors, and plows. Mechanized snow equipment allowed this organization to function at a
speed and efficiency impossible with even thousands of shovlers.
In the rural environment snow removal was organized and effectively implemented
by state and county highway departments. Herein lies the difficulty with surveying as large
an area as the thirty six snow belt states. Highway departments matured into effective
organizations at widely varying rates throughout the snow belt. Since the fonnation of these
organizations was necessary to receive funding under the 1916 Federal Aid Road Act, states
began to organize under these parameters. Seycral states in the sno\v belt. however. did not
hayc organized. funded (through federal and state plans) highway departments until the mid-
1920s.
It remains unclear ho"" much input private entities had on snow remo\"al. Trucking
companies. bus companies. business chambers of commerce. auto dealers. and associations
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participated in actual snow removal to further their business goals. For example, Cole's
Express Company, a freight firm, for several years plowed the first highway to remain open
through the winter to the northern- most parts of Maine, in order to attempt to compete with
freight shipped by train. Before Cole's freight trucks began servicing northern Maine, the
railroad was the only transporter of freight for over 180 miles. In a similar but more
metropolitan setting, Greyhound Bus Lines would plow their own routes through the outer
loop of Chicago to provide bus service to the city. It cannot be measured how important
private snow removal was to the establishment of regular programs by government agencies.
In many regions, private individuals took on the role of convincing a skeptical public that
plowing open roads and making runner-equipped vehicles obsolete was good for everyone
thus making an easier transition for government organization and fonnalization of county and
state highway departments.72
On a more basic level the agency of the object must be touched on. While the focus of
this study is the adoption of snow removal, the relationship of the automobile also must be
highlighted. Simply, was snow an obstacle to winter use of the automobile? An automobile
was stored away in winter, but was that due more to creature comforts and mechanical
difficulties with cold temperatures. than a lack of prowess on snow-covered roads? In the
most elemental of tenns. how much snow can an automobile go through without snow
removal? Several municipal road inspectors in The American City state automobiles
maintained a certain level of competency on unplowcd roads: tcn to twclvc inchcs of sno\\'
could bc travcrscd by thc standard automobile of the carly 1920s. i\lultiplc accounts cxist of
eight to twclvc inches being no obstaclc to early automobile pioneers in horseless carriages.
-: Galen Cole. Allie Cole A .\fllil:e Pio,;ea (Portland. ~lainc: Cas('o Printing Company. 19S0), 49 - 62:
Karoleyitl. This W,lS Tr;lChl:g. SS.
With high ground clearances and equipped with proper snow chains automobiles were able to
operate in snow provided the driver and passengers could deal with the mechanical
complications and the lack of weather protection in automobiles. In fact, it would seem from
accounts of early motoring, traction was not so much an issue in snow as it was on the ice
which resulted from winter traffic. As automobiles first ventured out on uncleared roads, the
small numbers of brave enthusiasts drove in the same ruts until they became icy and
treacherous. The same basic problem, on an exponentially larger level, occurred in the
suburbs of cities as increased vehicle traffic necessitated the adoption of salt and calcium
chloride de-icing programs in the 1930s and 1940s.
The automobile was widely adopted by the time snow removal became effective in
the 1920s leading to the more complex question of how society dealt with the adoption of a
transportation method before the infrastructure was able to provide the means to utilize the
system year round. It is now obvious the role of snow removal and the availability of all
weather roads have played a larger role in the effectiveness of the automobile as both rural
and urban transportation than previously understood.
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Appendix
Thirty Six States Comprising the Snow Belt:
Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Dakota
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Utah
Vennont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
\\"yel1ning
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